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Study: More
health info
required
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Before policymakers try to tackle the issues of health insurance reform and expanded
health care coverage, they need
more information, a study Suggests.
The report, compiled by the
Long-Term Policy Research
Center and released Tuesday,
reaches the same conclusions
that legislators and the public
discovered years ago — the
policies cooked up by the
administration of Gov. Brereton Jones and the 1994 General Assembly threw the health
insurance industry and consumers into turmoil, probably
raised prices and didn't do
much to get more insurance
to people who needed it.
"In an arena full of vested
interests, a reputable, objective •body with either access
to reliable data or the resources
and authority to collect and
analyze data independently
could make an enormous contribution to the future of health
care in Kentucky," said the
report. titled "What next for
Kentucky health care?"
The center, which functions
as a think tank of sorts for
the General Assembly. said the
earlier efforts to change the
system were not given enough
time to work or even to demonstrate it they would not work.
The report suggests "the best
legislative action for the time
being is no action."

Kentuckians
see early
preview of
shower
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
As Kentuckians looked to the
heavens for a first glimpse of
the Leonid meteor shower, they
got an early, unexplained preview of coming attractions.
About 7 p.m. EST,sky watchers across central and eastern Kentucky, and those who
Just happened to see it, watched
a large, greenish meteorlike
object flaming across the sky.
with a bright lair following.
authorities said.
it looked like -a train with
maybe six cars attached," said
Lynne Clark of Lexington, who
watched from her car.
"I was expecting little green
men — I mean, it was wild."
But given the horizon at 7
p.m., Kentuckians could not
have seen Leonid, said Tom
Trotand, an astronomy professor at the University of Kentucky.
The shower's name comes
from the fact that it appears
to, be coming from the constellation Leo, which was not
visible at the time.
Leonid will be visible tonight
and Thursday night, especially after midnight and in rural
areas_ where street lights and
other illumination does not
reduce visibility, Troland said.
The ,sightings so early in
the evening were probably of
a meteor whose timing was
coincidental with the shower.
he said

County approves jail contracts
County officials have approved
a one-year contract with the state
Department of Corrections to house
more state medium-security inmates
in the new jail once minimumsecurity inmates are moved to the
recently renovated old jail.
Another contract will allow the
county jail to house Community
Center inmates - minimUm-security Class C felons who perform
community service and are within 18 months of release - if there

is a shortage at the old jail.
The county will be reimbursed
$34.45 per day per inmate for six
medium-security prisoners and
$26.23 per day for any Community Center inmates, Jailer Phil
Hazle told magistrates Tuesday
night at the monthly meeting of
the Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Magistrate Steve Lax presided
over the 27-minute meeting in the
absence of Judge/Executive Larry
Elkins, who was attending meetings in Frankfort.
The contracts mean added rev-

enue, which could go toward paying off the new jail. Hazle suggested.
They w ill also help with overcrowding at the new 110-bed jail
that held 122 inmates as of Tuesday, Hanle said.
"We'll probably start with 15
down there and see how things
go," Hazle told the court.
The old jail can hold up to 30
inmates, but it will be a while
before it reaches that number, he
said.
The state's final inspection of

the old jail, located at the intersection of North Third and Walnut streets, is scheduled for•today.
Approval to keep inmates there
again should take less than a week,
and inmates probably will be transferred before Christmas, Haile said.
The new jail could also house
another _type of state prisoner:
Level 3, 4, or 5 minimum-security Class D felons, Hazle said.
They would mean a $26.23 daily
reimbursement and, like the medium-security inmates, would not be
allowed to work outside the jail.

Commission
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission is hoping to send a message to
engineers and developers who would attempt to submit unfinished
plans for final approval.
•
The commission adopted a policy Tuesday night to no longer review
plans for final approval unless they are submitted in complete form.
The decision to officially state the, policy came after the commission issued final approval for a planned development project by Walter Jones on Olive Boulevard. Jones is planning to construct 12 onebedroom units.
The plan was approved contingent upon it meeting all city requirements. Even though City Planner Mark Sallin said the plan had been
approved by the city's engineering department. drainage calculations
for water retention remained incomplete.
According to Butch Seargent, city director of planning and engineering, the city had become somewhat lenient on accepting unfinished plans to try and work with engineers and contractors.
"We catch ourselves bending the rules trying to help these guys
' BERNARD KANEtedger & Times ;Thc':c
GOING ON...Colleen Marler applies makeup to Ashley Gwalton Tuesday in preparation
for their roles as Sandy and Frenchie, respectively, in the musical ''Grease," which
opens tonight at the Johnson Theatre at Murray State University.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Jake
Kerr and Tim Coker, a pair of
Whitley County High School students, came to the Capitol sporting Ten Commandments T-shirts.
The youths, both 15 and members of Mountain Ash Baptist
'Church in Williamsburg. were supporting a proposed bill for posting the commandments, with local
voter approval, in public classrooms.
Why? -Because of the violence
that's been going on in schools,.
Kerr said.
Added Coker: "It will maybe,
for some reason, eliminate most
of the violence."
That was a recurring theme Tuesday. Speakers at a rally on the
Capitol lawn, and-fafer legislators
in a committee hearing, said they
yearned for a return to social civility.
The key, they said, would be
public display of the Ten Corn-

mandments - the laws "of. God
in Judeo-Christian belief, handed
down to Moses as a moral code
for Israel.
The commandments are "the
greatest educational document ever
conceived,- state Rep. Bo -Ausmus said.
When legislators convene here
in January, awaiting them will be
a bill, by Ausmus, a Republican
freshman from Middlesboro, to let
voters decide by school district
whether the commandments should
be displayed in classrooms.
Public money could not be used
for posters. Local school councils
but
would have to consider
not necessarily approve — requests
to display creeds or beliefs of
other religions as well.
The American Civil Liberties
Union has objected, particularly
to the referendum provision. "Reit-

Immunity laws create
system of confusion
ER ANKFORT., Ky. (AP) — It'
a city garbage truck runs oNer
you, you can go to court and sue
for negligence. If it's ,a state truck,
you can try to get the Board of
Claims to compensate you for damages.
If it's a county truck, you're
out of luck.
The strange quilt of legal hability for government negligence
frustrates personal injury lawyers
and apparently some legislators.
who want to poke more holes in
the obscure legal doctrine that
shields many government agencies
from negligence lawsuits.
Sovereign immunity is the legal
theory that the government is composed of the people and negligence law suits amount to the peo-

ple suing themselves.
Charles Moore, an Owensboro
lawyer. said the theory goes back
to medieval England and the idea
that the king — the sovereign --can do no wrong and is therefore
immune.
"That just seems contradictory
to all that I know about democracy and the equal treatment of
our citizens,- Moore said at a
meeting of the interim Judiciary
Committee on Tuesday.
In Kentucky. the concept is not
evenly applied.
City governments cannot claim
sovereign immunity. But many
political subdivisions, such as counties and school districts, can claim
immunity.
- The state government can claim
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immunity. but has created the Board
of Claims, which can award
$100.000 in compensation to' people who ,have been in!ured throu•A
state negligence.
The board paid
tle 417 claims in 1098. Another
571'claims were denied. Mune:,
to settle the claims comes friW
the ageneles ins oh ed. when claim are less than S1.0110. and the General Fund when they are larger.
The Board ot Claims. howl:\ et-. has taken the position it !Ail:
not hear cases of alleged uegil
eence against gosernment entitle
other than the state.
A I
lass effe,:tp., ck \Nat\ c.

Department
revises plan
to sell nickel
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The U.S. Department of Eneris revising its plan to sell radioactive nickel stored at•
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant and ,hopes to have a
new plan completed in June.
The department had planned to sell thousands ot
of the metal, but critics have said they are concerned that
some of the material could he sold without has ing contamination reduced to safe levels. They are also worried
that there would be no Way to track the scrap metal once
it enters the marketplace.
Energy Department officials had planned to start the cleanup
in January. The government will move ahead in the .meantime with removing a . huge pile of radioactive, crushed
steel drums known as Drum Mountain — an eyesore that
may be contaminating surface water: The Energy Department is "reviewing the release criteria and developing more options.- said Walter Perry. an
agency spokesman. "There is a lot a discussion about
policies.'
The delay is significant because regulators were counting on using the estimated $41 million from selling .the
ns

I

Only Level 1 and 2 minimumsecurity Class D felons and. those
on work release for misdemeanor offenses could be housed at the
old jail.
In pitching the idea to the court
in April, Hazle estimated'that using
the old jail would net. the county
about $94,000 a year based on a
population of 20 state i,ind live county work-release inmates.
Other provisions of the contract

' BERNARD KANE/Leoger & Times photo
A WARM SEND-OFF...Lois Ruiz (left), a member of Murray Quilt ,Lovers, talks with quilting volunteer Judy -Hefner (center) Tuesday afternpon in the Calloway County Public Library. They and
Jean Groves Inspected 28 quilts headed to Kosovo in preparation for the upcoming winter.

out," Seargent said. "If (the engineer) doesn't make the changes,
it just makes you want to shove
those plans aside and just draw
up a whole new plan."
Under the commission's current
procedure, after the planning commission as a whole issues final
approval on a set of plans, chairman John 'Peck or- vice chairman
Richard Vanover must sign off on
the document for official final
approval.
"It does put the burden on the
chairman or vice chairman to do
that," Peck said. "The commission
gets a bad rap because we can't
shoot straight and move on.When plans are approved in
incomplete form. Seargent said he
and Sallin, as well as other city
officials, closely monitor the projects to make sure all city requirements are met.
"We're just asking them to do
what the procedure was all along."
said commissioner Ed Paylick. .
In_other business, the commission issued approval on two annexation requests that could have farreaching consequences in the southeast part of Murray.
The-commission approved the
annexation of property ov% tied t)

Frank Doran, 2009 Elmbrook Lane.
and Richard Garrison, 2007 Elmbrook Lane, into the city limits.
The annexation requests came
on the heels of a recent vote be
residents in the southwest part of
Calloway County to refuse annexation into the city limits.
-We've had several calls in the
southeast region from people saying, 'We want to come in. How
do we do it?'," Seargent said.
The annexations would allow
the city to continue to expand to
the southeast.
Both Garrison's and Doran's
properties are contiguous to the
city limits, and Seargent said the
annexation would extend the city
limits to another property owner
who had requested annexation at
an earlier date, but was refused
because the property did not touch
the city-- limits.
The annexation requests must
now approved by the Murray City
Council to become official.
Seargent also said the project
to renovate the old Wal-Mart shopping center and bring in new stores
will begin "around the first of the
year." He also construction on the
Cracker Barrel restaurant in front
of. the shopping center. will -begin
Feb. 1, 2000.

Heleringer said. "I think they ought
to have one or the other."
Libby Marshall, counsel for the
Kentucky School Boards Association, said immunity actually protects taxpayers. She said many.districts settle claims through their
_insurance carriers when they deterMine there was negligence.

sovereign immunity when the state
agencies purchase liability insurance, but only up to the coverage
limits of the insurance. But some
local agencies still buy insurance
and then claim sovereign immunity when lawsuits.are threatened.
"I can't see a legitimate purpose for any of those .agencies
Marshall said school districts
having .insurance if they can pick should be put under the jurisdic-.
and choose which cases to set- tion of the Board of Claims.
tle," said Sen. David Williams, RMoore and Richard Hay, who
Burkesville. "I think that is an represents the Kentucky Academy
inconsistent position."
of Trial Attorneys, said they want
Rep. Bob Heleringer. R- the legislature to pass a bill that
Louisville, said public funds are would waive sovereign immunity
used to pay for insurance that is for any government entity that
then not used. "Why should the buys liability insurance up to the
taxpayers have to pay up for that?" limits of the insurance.

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
4-7-7
Pick 4:
9-9-2-1

EVENING
Pick 3:
8-3-3
Pick 4:
6-2-0-1
Cash 5:
1-3-10-22-33

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

DROUGHT DISCUSSION.. Gerald Claywell, Calloway County's agriculture extension agent, explains the problems and
solutions of the county's continuing dry spell and how it will
affect crops as well as outdoor house plants to a group at
the Senior Citizens Center Tuesday.

define health services provided for
inmates and who pays for them.
The state will pay the costs of
having to admit an inmate for an
overnight stay at the hospital. Emergency room treatment that doesn't require admission will be paid
by the jail.
The state will also pay for outpatient surgery which involves general anesthesia: the jail will 'pay
for the costs if a local anesthesia
is used.
A provision also says the jail
will notify the state about an
inmate's scheduled outpatient surgery or hospital admission in time
for the state to take the inmate
elsewhere for those services, if it
chooses.
An emergency hospital admission requires the jail to notify the
state by the next working day.
The contract also notes that the
jail will be responsible for maintaining inmate accounts.
Haile also told the court that
inmates with sufficient money in
their accounts will have to • pay
for their own medical costs. _Haile
emphasi/ed that no inmate is
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scrap to help pay for other cleanup
projects at the plant 12 miles vi est
of Paducah.
If that process slows or if the
plan is shelved, it could leave a
hig shortfall in the department's
Paducah cleanup budget. said Dale
Jackson. the department's site manager.
In late summer the Eneruv

1001 Whitnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

November 15 - 18
7:00 - 10:00 PM
The MSU Channel

The programming for each evening features:
Nov. 15 - Calloway
Monday:
Nov. 16 - Murray Independent School
Tuesday;
Wednesday: Nov. 17 - Murray State University
Thursday: Nov. 18 - Community Focus

Tune in and watch local celebrities promote
local businesses.
Funds raised by the advertising this year go to

Playhouse in the Park
Murray Calloway County Community
Education Program

circling the track to the tune of
"The Old Grey Mare" after every
MSU score during the football
games began in 1976.
Violet Cactus was so beloved by
the university that the horse was
buried in the northeast corner of
Stewart Stadium following its death
in May 1984.
During the 1984 season, a mare
named Nancy Duster assumed the
role of Racer I, and numerous
horses have hold the distinction
since 1985.
MSU Athletic Director E.W.
Dennison was takiog part in an
NCAA conference call Wednesday
morning and was unavailable for
extended comment.
Rudolph said he was unsure
whether the horse would be allowed to run this weekend or not.
"If he does. I don't think he'll be
running around the track like he has
been," Rudolph said. "There might
be an alternate route around the
field."

Staff Report
MCCH spokesman said
Murray Ledger & Times
Eddie Youngblood, 55, of MayTwo drivers involved in a twofield,
was treated for a bruised finwere
inaccident
Tuesday
vehicle
refused medical treatment if he
ger
on
his right hand and released,
jured during a collision between a
does not have enough money in
spokesman
said.
the
car and a West Kentucky Rural
his account to pay for it.
Electric Cooperative truck, accordThe accident happened just beIn another jail-related matter, Lax
ing tishs-Murray Police Department fore 9 a.m. Tuesday when Strow's
cited figures showing an increase'
report.
car, which was northbound on
in funds raised by the new jail
Robin Strow, 21, of Benton wag-) 'North 12th 'Street, and the truck
since Haile took office as jailer
treated for a slight concussion and driven by Youngblood, which was
this past January 1. Revenue from
bruises at the Murray-Calloway eastbound on Sycamore Street, colOctober 1998 was $40,197.78: last
Hospital and released, an lided, the report said.
County
month, it was $60,547.36.
"It appears Mr. Haile is doing
a pretty good job down at the
jail:. Lax said, prompting nods
of approval from the other three
on public property has been an
magistrates.
issue in several Kentucky cowlIn other business, the court gious liberty is not subject to a ties
and in several, other states this
signed off on the 1999-2000 budg- vote." Jeff Vessels, the ACLU's fall.
et for the Murray-Calloway Coun- executive director in Kentucky.
Schools in Jackson County have
ty Transit Authority. The $311,540 told an interim legislative composted them already. School boards
budget includes a $6,000 appro- mittee.
priation from the fiscal court.
Vessels was a lone voice Tues- in Harlan, Pike, Russell, Knott and
_ In 'other matters, the court day. Before -the committee meet- Perry counties have voted to do
approved appointments of three ing, clergymen exhorted a crowd so. The commandments also have
gone up in a handful of Kentucky
part-time employees: Misty D. Kall on the Capitol lawn.
courthouses.
county
"We're
on
the
offense
today,
Michelle
at the animal shelter and
The interim State Government
Colson and Arnie J. Hunt at the not defense. We've been on the
defense too long,- said the Rev. Committee took up Ausmus' draft
county attorney's office.
Walker. pastor of bill Tuesday and endorsed it over• Magistrates also approved a res- Herschel
Hopewell Baptist Church in Corbin. whelmingly. One legislator —
olution recognizing the recently
"We're going to take back our Democratic Rep. Mary Lou Mariformed Murray Bank as a banking and depository agency in which Christian liberties. We're going to ian of Louisville — voted against
take them back from a handful of it. "I'm tired of our taxpayers havto place county funds.
God haters," Walker said.
ing to pay for unbonstitutional legMany said they were not try- islation we pass up, here," Mariing to impose a religious view- ian said afterward.
point and could not understand
The vote had no legal effect
Department released a draft of a why anyone would .object to the because interim committees have
plan that suggested selling inter- Ten Commandments.
no power. Ausmus' bill would have
"I have yet to have anybody
nally contaminated nickel ingots
to be introduced from scratch in
stored at the plant. The nickel was to tell me what's wrong if socie- the General Assembly. But there
salvaged from machinery once used ty lived by these commandments,"
was no reason Tuesday to think
to enrich uranium for use in nuclear said state Sen. Vernie McGaha, Rit would have trouble getting
Russell
Springs.
weapons and power plants.
John Shoemaker, a retired through committees.
The report proposed decontamteacher
who prints and gives away
The chairman of the Senate
inating and recycling ,5ome of the
personalized
copies of the com- State Government Committee,
scrap for use in construction and
using' metal that can't be cleaned mandments, said western civiliza- Republican Albert Robinson of London, described himself as "a Chrisin other nuclear applications. The tion was based on them.
"Regardless of religion, you have tian who's tired of my rights being
Energy Department 'acknowledged
that some of the decontaminated to have these basic tenets for soci- taken away." He told rally goers
scrap could end up in consumer ety, or it will fall apart." said who overflowed his meeting room
that he would be "rejoicing" with
products, though it said that was Shoemaker, of Frankfort.
them later.
Posting
of
the
commandments'
unlikely.
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Murray Rotary Club is producing the annual
7V Telethon over local city and county cable
channels- on November 15-18 from 7:00 - 10:00
PM. The Calloway County channel is carried on
Calloway.County's rural cable. MSU Channel
11 is carried on Mayfield Cablevision also.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The 1999 Murray State Racers
Football Yearbook states, "Many
an opposing player in -Stewart Stadium has gotten tired of seeing a
thoroughbred horse run a 400-meter lap around the track after every
Racer score.That thoroughbred horse may
not be making those laps this weekend.
Racer I, a 25-year tradition at
MSU football games, may not be
allowed to run on the track at
Stewart Stadium this weekend because of the wear and tear the
horse's hooves are causing.
"There's been some controversy
over damage to the track," said Jim
Rudolph, MSU equine program director. "Physical damage has been
the main concern."
The Racer I tradition began in
1974 when Dr. N.B. Pavalotos donated a horse named Violet Cactus
to the university. The tradition of

Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only
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EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger 8. Times photo

THUMBS UP...The Calloway County Woodmen of the World presented a S1.000 check to the
family of Stacey Albright (center, in the wheelchair) Tuesday. The money will go into a trust
fund and will be used for a trip to California, where Stacey will receive treatment for a brain
injury she received in an automobile accident Feb. 26, 1998.

JACKSON, K. (AP;
For
one group of teen-agers, camp life
revolves around chores, marching.
.schoolwork and counseling. There's
no television or radio and little
contact with the outside world.
The 10 youngsters are the initial group sent- to the state's first
"boot camp" for teen offenders in
the mountains of Breathitt County. By year's end, the camp is
expected to reach its capacity of
40 teen-agers. -"It's not, for everyone," camp
superintendent Mark Nickell said.
"It's definitely a shock to .most.
of these kids. They can't change.
their mind once they get here.
thoCigh, because most of them would
want to leave."
The camp, financed by the 1998
General Assembly. is part of Kentucky's newest plan for battling
juvenile crime.
"I thought it was going to he
an easy walk through the progri m

sir.. said one participant, Daniel
Bell. "My thoughts changed as
soon as I walked through the door."
State officials think the camp's
combination of discipline, shock
and intensive follow-up counseling can • persuad-e—young offenders
to change their ways before their
crimes escalate.
...1The program is for boys from
across the state between the ages
of 14 and 17. Serious felons, sex
offenders and teens who have been
committed for psychological treatment are not eligible.
-

The state identifies teen criminals who might best benefit from
the -Cadet Leadership and Education Program, then Nickell interViews them. If the teen and his
parents .agree. the teen comes tii
the camp.
'The barracks-style camp has no
barbed wire or cells, but security
measures are taken to keep the

Cadets sta..N, tour months.

Nickell .said Kentucky's camp
is designed to provide a balance
of discipline and healing, and is
unlike earlier programs. in other
states, which focused only on discipline and control... •
"We. demand respect, but at
same time. we're not going to be
scream* all day, every day."
Nickell said. "A few kids may he
scared straight, but not many."
Participants will continue to
receive counseling once they. return
home from the camp. "We think
that's what will set our program
apart.- Nickell

crash probe has shifted to the
backup co-pilot amid indications
that he was at the controls just before the jetliner began its fatal
plunge.
Although there was no sign of
any technical malfunction, it is too
early to say the crew played any
role in the Oct. 31 crash that killed
217 people. investigators said
A source close to the investigation said, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said that Egyptian airline officials assisting U.S. crash
investigators tentatively identified
the, person in the co-pilot's seat as
Capt. Gameel el-Batouty, the 59year-old relief co-pilot facing re.tirement from the state-owned airline early next year.
The source said the identifica,tion came after the airline officials
listened to the cockpit voice recorder, one of two "black boxes"
recovered from the crash site 60
. miles off Nantucket Island.
In Egypt, relatives angrily denied that el-Batouty had sent
money borne because he planned to
commit suicide, describing him as a
loving father of five.
Egypt also sent its senior aviation officiako Washington to take
part in the crash investigation after
questioning the need to turn
the probe to the FBI. Suctia
-is seen as a step toward saying the
disaster was the result of a criminal
act.
El-Batouty was scheduled to
take over much later in the 11-hour
New York-to-Cairo flight from copilot Adel Anwar. Another source
close to the investigation said Tuesday the tape showed el-Batouty
came to the cockpit, "said he
wanted to fly" and his request was
accepted.
The New York Times reported
today that el-Batouty, left alone in
the cockpit, repeated an Arabic

stopped short of turning the investigation over to the FBI to allow additional Egyptian experts more time
to analyze the last recorded words
of the pilots so they might contribute more understanding to what
was said.
"As long as there are differences
in the interpretation
and there
are significant differences in the
cultural interpretations of some expressions on the recorder — I think
it is unfair ... for us to characterize
it." h said.
Although the phrase heard on
the voice recorder hi.t.s,been described as a prayer, that doesn't
mean it was related to the cause of
the disaster. Arabic speakers make
references to God in everyday
statements.
Over the weekend. EgyptAir insisted that el-Habash and Anwar
were in good physical and mental
condition. passing checkups in the
past five months.
"They were among our- best pilots." said Hassan Misharla, EgyptAir's head of operations. "They
had !Ong experience and, in addition to that, they had passed all professional, safety and psychological .
tests successfully."

Help stop illegal dumping, call 1-888-No
DUMP to report violators!
Use the City of Murray Transfer Station at 400
Landfill Drive for your trash or contact one of
our independent solid waste haulers. A list of
haulers may be obtained by calling 759-3549.
Recycle! Recycling bins for plastic and glass
are located at the Weaks Community Center
and bellind Video Gold on Chestnut Street.
Paper and oil pfoducts may be recycled at the
next Make a Difference Day, January 8, 2000.

teens -in line and secure at night

Phonetic HUD pamphlet
proves to be a difficult read
Federal offiMIAMI (AP)
cials hoping to info'ot-Haniarrresi dents in the Creole language about
subsidized housing have delivered
a pamphlet written in an imitation
Jamaican dialect.
It's a tough read:
"Yuh-as a rezedent. ave di rights
ahn di rispansabilities to elp mek
yuh HUD-asisted owzing ab behta
owme Ii yuh ahn yuh fambily ." the
patnphlet states.
What the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development
was trying to say was: "You as a
resident have the rights and the responsibilities to help make your
HUD-assisted housing a better
home for you and your family.- •
The pamphlet. titled "Rezedents

phrase that can mean "I entrust myself to God." Moments later, the
jet's autopilot was turned off, investigators said.
The plane began a steep plunge
from 33,000 feet just after that, regaining some altitude before dropping into the sea.
Investigators suggested the pilot,
Capt. Ahmed Mahmoud el-Habashy, returned to the cockpit and
struggled to regain control of the
jet, the Times reported, citing unidentified government officials.
The jet's two engines were effectively shut down during the
dive, according to the cockpit data
recorder. Sources also said the unusual split in the plane's elevators
— flaps on the tail that bend down
or up to raise or lift the plane's
nose — may have, been caused as
one pilot tried to lift the plane,out
of a dive and another forced the
controls down.
At a news conference Tuesday
in Washington, National Transportation Safety Board Chairman
James Hall said no sign of mechanical malfunction has been
identified in the crash of the Boeing
767.
But at Egypt's request he-

Working together we can keep Calloway
County clean!!!

Rights and Rispansabilities. came

It) the attention of government officials after a citizen questioned its
contents. It had been signed by
HUD's top executive, "Sekretary
Andrew M. Cuomo fella."
The pamphlet Was intended to
inform residents in Section 8 HUD
housing of their rights, responsibilities and the resources available
from HUD. Translations were
printed in nine languages and
Braille.
Haitian Creole, the national language of Haiti. is based, on French.
while Jamaicans read and write
standard English. The presumed
language Of the HUD document is
the spoken Jamaican dialect • —
translated phonetically.

For solid waste management issues and concerns, call 759-3549.

Call

502-762-3125 for ticket info

See all of your favorite events in one arena.
Bulls• Broncs• Roping • Barrels• Clowns ... lots more!!

It's,your money,
now it's your
choice. with the

When was the last time you
stayed at a bed and breakfast
that encouraged you to
"Rock" the night'away?
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aftermath
WASHINGTON 'AP) — On a
late-winter afternoon in 1844 a giant
named "Peacemaker"
cannon
exploded on the deck of the Navy
steam frigate Princeton and killed
the secretary of state and the
•
Navy's civilian chief.
The disaster .jolted the young
republic. But not all of the consequences were tragic.
On board the newly launched
Princeton were President John Tyler
and 400 guests representing the capital's social and political elite.
They included Cabinet members. senators, representatives, senior Navy officers, social leaders.
foreign envoys, their wives and
the nation's most celebrated woman.
former first lady Dolley Madison.
Tyler, at 54, was a recent widower, and one' of his guests was
a much younger woman who had
both caught his eye and turned
his head.
She was 24-year-old Julia Gardiner, accompanied on the Princeton by her Lather. wealthy New
Yorker David Gardiner.
She had recently rejected the
president's proposal of marriage. He
had hopes she would reconsider.
'The weather on Feb. 28. 1844,
was pleasant, "almost a summer
sky" someone called it, as the
Princeton left its berth at Alexandria. Va., and steamed down the
Potomac toward Mount Vernon.
Throughout the morning Navy
officers kept their guests entertained
by test-firing the new Peacemaker, a I3-ton monster said to be
the world's largest naval gun.
It fired 225-pound iron cannonballs. which Skipped and bounded downriver.
In the afternoon, the ship turned
back toward the capital.
. At 3 p.m.- it was off Fort Washington on the Maryland shore when
the request came to load and fire
the Peacemaker just one more time.
By this time most passengers.
including the president and Julia
Gardiner, were chatting below deck.
At least one high-ranking pas-

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY

LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
With her new husband's presisenger walked away moments
dency. approaching its end. Julia
before the cannon was fired.
"Though I am secretary of war. Gardiner 'Tyler launched an eightI am afraid of these big guns." month whirl as first lady that left
William Wilkins was heard to say. many people gasping.
Wilkins had more to fear than
"Life at the White House had
he knew.
suddenly never seemed merrier."
When Peacemaker was fired,
historian William Seale reports in
the breach burst.
A large fragment of jagged metal "The President's House," his hishurtled backwards into the knot tory of the nation's presidential families. -The new Mrs. Tyler liked
of spectators, killing eight.
Secsing and dance: she liked lunchincluded
to
list
The casualty
retary of State Abel P. Upshur. eons, morning cruises on the river
Navy Secretary Thomas W. Gilmer. and fancy dress balls that lasted
two other government officials and until late hours."
Julia Gardiner's father.
One ball consumed 1,000 canWhen the ship reached Alexan- dles and 96 bottles of champagne.
dria, President Tyler scooped up
At another, Mrs. Tyler introduced
the distraught Miss Gardiner in
"which overnight altered
thepolka.
his arms and carried her across a
reputation of the East
funerary
the
vessel.
gangplank to another
More than 40 years later, she Room" and quickly became a
described the scene to .journalist national rage. Seale writes.
"Now They cannot say I am a
Nelly Bly: "I fainted and did not
revive until someone was carry- president without a party," Tyler
ing me off the boat, and I strug- quipped.
•
gled so- that I almost knocked us
At Julia Tyler's request. the
both off the gangplank" into the .Marine Band began to play "Hail
icy water.
to the Chief' whenever the PresFunerals for four of the dead,
entered the room at a pubincluding Upshur and Gilmer, were ident
event,
a custom that still endures.
lic
conducted in .the East Room of
to heart advice from
took
She
the White House.
a .politician and
"Be
.mother:
her
—
Peace
the
of
aftermath
In the
.maker explosion. the Navy has- look deeply into the affairs of state."
tened to improve its system for
The first lady adopted her husassuring the quality of its ord- band's crusade to make the Repub,
nance.
lic of Texas a state.
And the May-December romance
With her good looks and flir,
between the New York heiress and tatious manner, she used the White
the president of the United States
House as the centerpiece of a lobtook wing.
husThey became secretly engaged. bying campaign credited by her
in
majorities
winning
with
band
In June, after eluding reporters.
they exchanged vows in a private 'the House and Senate to the cause
of Texas statehood.
ceremony in Manhattan.

KENTUCKY EDITORIALS
will be ,able to view the structure in a multi-nu L
The Ledger-Independent, Mayssille
Flush with government grants and the deep lion-dollar facility less than an hour's dri
pockets of Proctor and Gamble. the Freedom Cen- Maysville.
They maintain that Kentuckians Who knew ot
ter in Cincinnati has apparently decided to buy the
the slave jail failed to appreciate it or to make
history that Cincinnati lacks.
... Officials from the Freedom Center have acquired plans for its preservation.
What those same officials fail to acknowledge
a historic slave jail located on a Mason County
is that taking the slave jail out of its location
(K y.) farm.
Their intention is to dismantle the structure and destroying our history.
At the prodding of the Kentucky Heritage Counmove it to Cincinnati where it will apparently
officials from the Kentucky attorney general's
cil,
dedimuseum
new
a
for
become the centerpiece
cated to slavery and the Underground Railroad. ... office may try to stop the Freedom Center from
The. slave jail, a modern-day reminder of the removing the jail in what will likely be a long
area's role in both the shame of slavery and the legal battle.
bravery of those who fought to end it,. sits on a
One could argue that artifacts belong in a muselonely hillside within a few miles of the river that
um, that without places like the Smithsonian Instimeant freedom for an entire, race of people.
The place has an eerie serenity that masks but tute, many would not learn of our heritage and
doesn't erase the awful truth that within its walls could not enjoy the relics of our past.'
But the slave jail is different.
men and women were chained like animals. ...
It should stay in the -place-rich--ss-ith-biktory ot
Freedom Center officiag-Siy The Stave-lad will
efforts to end the disgusting practice of slavery
he treated with dignity and respect.
They argue that tens of thousands of Americans

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
_
WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Columnist
Campaigning, the vice president
volunteers that he was angry, too,
and disappointed with the presi-dent's conduct in the Monica'
Lewinsky affair. But he still holds,
as he did on the day of impeachment, that Clinton will be regarded as one of the greatest of presidents.
'1 think his accomplishments
are going to loom very large in
The history book ---he says.- A
majority in the Pew poll said the
achievements of the administration
will outweigh Clinton's failures.
That's a better legacy rating than
Ronald Reagan got near the end
of his presidency.
And Clinton told an ABC television interviewer that his fight
against impeachment — the House
made -him the second president
ever impeached and like- the first,
he was acquitted by the Senate
— will be a positive part of his
legacy.
"I think when historians get a
little space, they will say, 'I don't
know how those people stood up
to that but. boy, I'm glad they
did because it preserved the Constitution."' he said, "So I think
history will view this much differently."
But first, there's the question
of how large his misconduct will
loom,as the Democrats try to hold
the White House next year.
"Es cry one, is tired of the problems associated with the Clinton
administration, even a majority of

the Democrats,' Kohut said.
Not quite everyone. In the poll,70 percent said they were. Then
again, when people are asked
whether they are tired of problems, they're likely to say yes.
The Lewinsky affair was one such
problem, but there were others,
among them 1996 campaign finance
breaches, questions about administration dealings with Russia, a
Gore specialty; the controversy over
Clinton's clemency offer to 16 Puerto Ricans involved in a violent
separatist movement.
The bigger challenge for Gore,
the survey says, is that two-thirds
of Americans describe Bush as a
strong leader, double the vice president's rating. When Democrats who
oppose Gore are asked why, about
half as many cite the Clinton connection as say it is because of
personality and leadership questions.
That's the mix for Gore to overcome, first against Bradley for the
nomination, then against the Republicans. There's time. Only one out
of 10 Americans told the Pew
pollsters they were paying close
attention to the campaign so far.
About 70 percent said they think
Bush would win if he and Gore
were the nominees next year. Half
the Democrats would bet that way.
Then again, at this point .,in
1991, the year before Bush's father
was denied a second term, threequarters of Americans thought he'd
be -re-elected president in 1992.

Star Tribune of Nlinneapolis, on
Nov. 8
national forest management:
One of the simplest problems in national forest
management came before the U.S. House last week,
with an equally simple, permanent and common'sense solution at hand. Typically, mischief-minded
Republicans opted for a complicated, unpredictable
alternative that must be fiddled with each year.
• The problem concerns a program that gives 700some counties with national forest land a 25 percent share of- the income the U.S. Forest Service
generates by selling timber on that acreage. The
money must he spent for schools and roads, and
in some Western states, those budgets have depended heavily on this revenue.
But the payments have long been unpredictable,
and since the middle 1980s they have fallen considerably. mostly because of declining timber production. ...
A sensible solution was otTered by Rep. Peter
DeFazio, a Democrat from Oregon. ... DeFazio
proposed to replace the 25 percent program with
guaranteed payments that, essentially.. would keep
giving the counties what they got in good timber
years. no matter what happens with logging in the
future. Counties would get a reliable revenue stream:
federal payments would be stabilized; Forest Sers ice managers could base their decisions more on
science and social values, and less on local political considerations.
That last feature was what -got the Republicans
working on,alternatives. Unable to legislate a reversal of the Forest Service's new conservation course,
they keep looking for ways -to drop a tree across
the road. Thus the bill offered by Rep. Bob Goodlatte of Virginia. ...
Like DeFazio, Goodlatte would set guaranteed
payment levels. The 25 percent revenue sharing would
continue: Congress would make up any difference
between those payments and the guarantee through
..
an annual appropriation.
Well, maybe it would. A separate. existing program to help counties with federal land they can't
tax or log — payments in lieu of taxes, or PILT
— is subject to annual appropriation, and nowadays is funded at only 40 percent of its authorized level. There's no reason to assume Congress
would do better with the Goodlatte plan. ,
Gmxilatte also would require that 80 percent of
the money be spent on schools and roads: the rest
would be "invested" in Forest Service projects.
selected by new committees each county would
create. Revenue from those county-hacked projects

Letter policy...
Letters must be brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray. Ky.4207 I . They
may also be faxes!.10.(502)
753-1927 91 e-mailed to
mit(1,murrayledgercom

would go into a special regional account, a sort
of revolving fund that the Forest Service would
reinvest — subject to the counties' approval — in
other forest projects.
Adding bureaucracy and financial complexity to
government, doesn't sound like a typically Republican idea, but here it's just a means to a bigger
goal: to hamstring the Forest Service, and national timber policy, with 700-some self-interested local
committees. ...
Nov. 8 - The Exponent-Telegram, of Clarksburg, W.Va., on wrestling doll:
Violence of any kind is 'intolerable and anything that remotely serves to promote it needs to
be quelled, no matter how seemingly inconsequential.
A case in point is a World Wrestling Federation doll that was recently pulled from shelves in
Wal-Mart stores. The toy is modeled after Al Snow,
a WWF competitor who carries a female mannequin's head into the ring as part of his act.
"Help me". is scribbled across the forehead.
Complaints about the doll came from s.Sabrena
Parton, an assistant professor of communications
at Kennesaw State University, and from the manager of a Wal-Mart in Cartersville, Ga.
Parton_luid questioned what kind of message .
the toy sends to her two sons about the brutalization of women.
Wal-Mart spokesman John Bisio said the toy
was "at least a questionable item" and for that
reason he said the company had decided to remove
Summer Slam .'99: Road Rage Al Snow from the
shelves, probably permanently.
Yet. Jim Byrne, vice president of marketing for
the WWF in Stamford, Conn., had the gall to
defend the doll. "This is the first complaint we've
had about the toy. Al Snow's act with the mannequin head is as silly as it gets — loads of fun."
Well, the doll may be humorous to Byrne, but
is hardly a laugher for people with any sense of
decency. Frankly, we're surprised more people weren't
upset about this crude toy, despite the immense
popularity of wrestling. There is just no place for
this kind of thing on store shelves.
Wal-Mart evidently made the wise choice in
yanking the item, even if it could end up costing
the company extra money this Christmas season.
But .a little sensitivity by the retailing giant probably will reap it extra good will from its customers. And that should negate any loss of income
in the future. ...
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill
clinton is working to shape his
White House legacy as Al Gore
campaigns to begin one, still carrying the burdensome baggage of
the president's past.
A new mega-poll of American
attitudes looking toward the 2000
elections suggests that the same
people who keep Clinton's approval
ratings high are fed up with him
because of the Monica Lewinsky
,candal and other controversies
and that the vice president is suffering for it.
Still, overcoming the past may
be less or a problem for Gore
than dealing with doubts about his
own leadership, the survey shows.
Democrats prefer him for the
nomination. but rival Bill Bradley
does at least as well as the vice
president in preference matehups
against Republican front-runner
George W. Bush, who leads them
both.
The Pew Research Center poll,
based on nearly 5,000 interviews
in three installments, is one of
mixed messages. It puts Clinton's
job approval rating.in the 60 percent range, but with 50 percent
of the people saying they want
different policies and programs
from the president they'll elect
next year.
Only 40 percent think Gore
_would be a president of new ideas:
55- percent said Texas Gov. Bush
would be.
But in the same interviews. 56
percent said they are satisfied with
the way-things-are going now.
So the message is blurred, except
that Clinton gets credit for what
right, and Gore does not.
,
s ;oing
Andrew Kohut, director of the
research center. said people are
angry with Clinton. "but they take
it out on Gore."
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Mrs. Voline Howard Guthrie
Mrs. Voline Howard Guthrie, 79, Bakers Cross Road, Hazel, died
Monday, Nov. 15, 1999, at 9 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church where she was also a member of the choir and of the United Methodist Church Women.
She was married Dec. 23, 1939, to Charles (Bee) Guthrie who died
Dec. 27, 1992. One brother. W. Rudolph Howard, and one granddaughter, Pam, also preceded her in death. Born April 16, 1920, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Tellus Howard and
Nora Key Howard.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Ann Buchanan, Hazel, and
Mrs. Susie Young and husband, David, Greenwood, Ark.; two sons,
Ronnie Guthrie and wife, Karen, and Charles H. Guthrie Jr. and wife,
Carolyn, all of Hazel; one brother, Voris Howard, Frankfort; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Opal Howard, Murray; seven grandchildren, Maressa
Travis and husband, Jim, Lynda Holland and husband, Stephen, Robert
Guthrie, and Robin Buchanan, all of Hazel, Kimberly Winfree and
husband, Gary, Chris Young and wife, Stephanie, and Charlie Young
and wife, Rachel, all of Greenwood, Ark.; nine great-grandchildren;
one stepgreat-grandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday at II a.m. in the chapel of the Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Jack Dickerson will officiate. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cenietery.
Visitation will be at .the funeral home after 2 p.m. today (Wednesday).
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Udell (Duff) Erwin
Udell (Duff) Erwin, 81, Erwin
Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Nov.
16, 1999, at 9:45 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member of the board of directors of
the Bank of Murray from 1973
to 1988; member of board of directors of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital from 1964 to 1975; member of board of directors of Federal Land Bank from 1953 to 1973;
and served on the board of MurTransit
County
ray-Calloway
Authority. He was a member of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Born June 27, 1918, in Callaway County, he was the son of
the late Commelius E. Erwin and
Jessie Stark Erwin. Also preceding him in death were one sister,
Corrine Farris, and one brother,
Stark Erwin.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Barnes Erwin, to whom
he was married on March 27.
1937; one daughter, Mrs. Laveeta
Story and husband, Steve, Murray; two grandchildren, Angelia
Seay and husband, Larry Joe, Mayfield, and Stephanie Story, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
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Song lyrics can signal culture change
QUESTION: Can you illustrate your concerns about the
lyrics of contemporary teen
music, especially as it relates to
attitudes toward parents?
DR.DOBSON: It might be help(ul to see how popular music has
changed over the years.
Let's go back to 1953 when
the most popular song in the United States was sung by Eddie Fisher and was titled "Oh, My Papa."
Here's a portion of the lyrics:
"Oh, my papa, to me he was
so wonderful
Olt, my papa, to me he was
_so good.
No one could be so gentle and
so lovable,
Oh, my papa, he always understood.
Gone are the days when he would
take me on his knee
And with a smile he'd change
my tears to laughter.
Deep in my heart I miss him
so today,
Oh, my papa. Oh, my papa."
That sentimental song accurately
reflected the way many people felt
about their fathers at that time in
our history. Oh sure, there were
conflicts and disagreements, but
family was family. When all was
said and done, parents were entitled to respect and loyalty.
By the time I had reached college age, things were starting to
change. The subject of conflict
between parents and teenagers
began to appear as a common
theme in artistic creations.
The movie "Rebel Without a
Cause"featured a screen idol named

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY

James Dean who seethed with
anger .at his "old man." Marlon
Brando starred in "The Wild One,"
another movie with rebellion as
its theme. Rock 'n' roll music portrayed it, too.
But what began as engaging
drama turned decidedly bitter in
tha late '60s. Everyone in those
days was talking about the "generation gap" that had erupted
between young people and their parents.
Teenagers and college students
vowed they'd never again trust
anyone over 30, and their anger
toward parents began to percolate.
The Doors released a song in 1967
titled "The End," in which lead
singer Jim Morrison fantasized
about killing his father.
In 1984, Twisted Sister released
"We're Not Gonna Take It," which
referred to a father as a "disgusting slob" who was "worthless
and weak." Then he was blasted
out the window of a second—
story apartment.
This theme of killing parents
showed up regularly in the decade
that followed. A group called Suicidal Tendencies released a recording in 1983 called "I Saw Your
Mommy." Here is an excerpt of
the gory lyrics:

saw your mummy, aliu )our
mommy's dead.
I watched her as she bled,
Chewed-off toes on
her
chopped—off feet.
I took a picture because I thought
it was neat.
I saw your mommy, and your
mommy's dead.
I saw her lying in a pool of
red:
I think it's the greatest thing
I'll ever see Your dead mommy lying in
front of me."

My point is that the most popular music of our culture went
from the inspiration of "Oh, My
Papa" to the horrors of "Momma's
Gotta _Die, Tonight" in scarcely
more than a generation.
The younger generation has been
bombarded with more anti-family
rhetoric than any that preceded it.
When added to equally disturbing
messages about drug usage, sex
and violence against women, the
impact has-to be considered for-

midable.

MTV, which promotes the worst
stuff available, is telecast into 231
million hduseholds in 75 countries, more than any other cable
program.
I believe may of the problems
that .plague this generation, from
suicide to unwed pregnancy to
murder, can be traced to the venom
dripped into its veins by the enter_tainment industry in general.
One of the consequences of this
For sheer depravity, nothing yet
shift in the popular culture is a
produced can match "Momma's
generation that sees itself and its
Gotta Die Tonight," 1:o, Ice-T and
Body Count. Most of the lyrics elders less respectfully than those
who have preceded them.
are unfit to quote here, but they
There are still millions of responinvolved graphic descriptions of
sible
and respectful teen-agers out
the rapper's mother being burned
in her bed, then beaten to death there, of course, but the culture
with a baseball bat she had given in which they are growing up has
him- as a present and, finally, the changed - for the worse.,
** **
**
mutilation of the corpse into "little bitty pieces."
Dr. Dobson is president of the
What incredible violence! There nonprofit organization Focus on
was not a hint of guilt or remorse the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colexpressed by the rapper while orado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
telling us of this murder. In fact, www.family.org. Questions and
he called his mother a "racist b- answers are excerpted from "Solid
-h," and laughed while chant- Answers," published by Tyndale
ing, "Burn, Mama, burn."
House.

Atchinson presented with outstanding service award
UDELL (DUFF) ERWIN

William Atchinson was recently presented with the Murray State
University College of Education
Alumni Association Outstanding
Service Award.
He was honored at the College
of Education's Homecoming breakfast Oct. 16.
Atchinson is a retired superintendent of the Henry County (Tenn.)
School System. He received his
bachelor and master degrees at Murray State University.
He has served as a teacher,
principal, assistant superintendent
and superintendent in the Henry
County System. Altogether, his
career,spanned 36 years.
Atchinson has been supportive
tent and that she will make a great
of educational initiatives that have
addition to any herd.
involved higher education and pubSwift has donated calves for lic schools. As director of the Disthe annual raffle every year since trict's Title programs, he has worked
closely with MSU and sought the
1996.
use of MSU personnel in workTickets for Miss Ellie are $1 ing with their school vstem.
each or six for $5. They may be
purchased during any of the rodeo
performances Nov. 18-20, or are
available prior to dial by contactInvestments Since 18.54
ing a member of the booster club
does
or rodeo team. The winner
not have to be present at the time
of the drawing.
For more information call (270)
762-3039 or 767-0598.
Prices as of 9 AM
Billy Turner and the Rev. Randall
Kuykendall will officiate. Burial
will follow in the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today(Wednesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form
of donations to South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery Fund, c/o James
Euel Erwin, 941 Brandon Rd..
Hazel, KY 42049

"His positive regard for MSU
has helped many MSU students
in placements as student teachers
and in securing teaching positions"
said Dr. J.C. Hainsworh, professor in the department of elemen-

tary and secondary education. "Mr.
Atchinsem has always been most
supportive of MSU and its teacher
education program"
The Outstanding Service Award'
is given each year by the College_

of Education -Alumni Association
to honor a graduate who has exemplified the ideals of the College
of Education and its programs
through service to education, community and the state

S'vicwooqr TAie- ogters.

Calf Raffle being conducted
a sort
would
:I — in

The Murray State University
Rodeo Booster Club is conducting its annual Calf Raffle in conjunction with the College Rodeo
coming to the West Kentucky Exposition Center Nov. 18-20.
Miss Ellie, an 8-month-old redcolored medium frame heifer sired
by Red Rocket, is the featured
calf that will be presented to a
lucky winner Nov. 20.
Miss Ellie was donated to the
booster club by Swift Farms of Murray. The transfer was coordinated
through Robert Swift, owner, who
said that Miss Ellie's dam *has
been very productive and consis-
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SERVICE NEWS
Michael G. Lamb enlisted for
five years in the United States
Army and will be trained as a
military police officer.
Lamb was assisted in choosing
his enlistment options by Staff Sgt.
Frank Howard of the U.S. Army
Recruiting Station in Paducah.
Lamb, the son of Frances Beher of Russellville, is a graduate
of Russellville High School. He
and his wife, Katherine, live in Murray.
The 20-year-old enlisted in the
Army under the special Delayed
Entry Program, which allows qualified applicants to delay by as
much as one year the date they

message
e brutalthe toy
for that
o remove
from the
eting for
gall to
int we've
the mans of fun."
yrne, but
sense of
:le weren't
immense
place for

must report for active duty after
enlisting.
Lamb will report for active dut
in November.
He will undergo Army basic
training at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo.. and will remain there for his
advanced individual.training.
He will be able to continue his
education with the $19.000 C; 1. Bill.
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Stock Market
Report

& 21st
ts Nightly

For mire i f t rmation call
Ronnie-Burkeen-753-7060

Company

Price

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. Arg.....10928.96 - 337
Air Products
334 +'•
47% -%
AT&T
44%2,
Bell South
58% +%
Briggs & Stratton
/
2
Bristol Myers Squibb ....771
56% -%
Caterpillar
74l1s+ I
Daimler Chrysler
40/
1
2+%
Dean Foods
79% 4.1.2
Exxon
Firstar
28% -1
/
2
53% 2.
Ford Motor
138% -1
/
2
General Electric
General Motors
71% -I%
22% +I(16
Goodrich
.39 -%
Goodyear
/
2B
HopFed Banks..»..19% A 191
IBM
94%
Ingersoll Rand
52% -III
Intel
78% + 1%
Kroger
23% -%
.21% -%
L &E
78% +%
Lucent Tech
13% 44
Mattel
46 -%
McDonalds
76% +I's
Merck
86% -%
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
/
2
.
23% -1
34% +%
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
69 +%
Schering-Plough
56 -%
Sears
Texaco
65'.+%
69% -%
Time Warner
Union Planters
45% -%
27% +%
UST
60% +a,,,
Wal-Mart
•Kiliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
Offr BeSt
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Holiday Cheer
Starts Here
With a Christmas aub Account at
The Murray Bank
Believe it or not, NOW is
the time to start planning for
Christmas 2000. With a
Christmas Club Accountfrom
The Murray Bank, you can
participate in a savings plan that..
assures you'll have enough cash
to thoroughly enjoy all the

via
Weekly payments
Christmas
convenient
Club coupons
putomotic transfers
from any other
checking or savulgs
account at
MurtaY 8°4

*API accurate as of

SINCE WM
IS

Member FDIC

season's festivities. There are
absolutely NO FEES and
NO MINIMUM BALANCE
associated with your Christmas
Club Account. So come this time
next year ... you'll be ready'to
deck the halls in style!

vele ay Bank
11/10/99

How Banking Should Be
1000 Whitnell • Murray, Ky • 270 753 5626
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Purchase homemakers
help Honduras people
Purchase Area Extension Home- out family and their daily needs.
makers Association is continuing 'Many live in poor crowded liveducation by learning from spe- ing conditions, have inadequate
cialists of the University of Ken- clothing, lack of safe water and
tucky and then sharing their infor- almost no health supplies.
mation with others.
The Purchase are group conMembers are known for their sists of eight counties: Ballard,
volunteer work and-other-help for Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Marshall and McCrackthose in need:
Earthquakes. hurricanes and en.
Each county collected supplies
extremely poor living conditions
in Honduras prompted the home- from a list of needs and were put
makers to help the children in • into large zip lock bags. Bags colHonduras for their "Make A Dif- lected were: infants 45, toddlers
64, pre-teens 57. teens 84, Spanference Day" project:
Many children were left with- ish Bibles 49, one box of 25
boxes of Wet Ones, 1 box 44 bill
caps and one box of odds and
ends. The estimated vilue was
CALLING ALL
$3,000.
HOME MAKERS
Purchase Area Homemakers are
Brought To You
one of the 14 areas that make up
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS
the Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association. Anyone interested in learning more about the
program, contact Jane Steely, counToo many
ty extension agent in home ecopeople overnomics, at 753-1452.
look all the
many decorating advantages that can
Mrs. Matronia Beatrice Futrell
be
yours
McClure Brown will observe her
when
you
105th birthday on Saturday.
select
the
A open house in her honor will
right coffee
be Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at
or cocktail
table.
Long Term Care Unit of MurrayNot only can that table compliment
Calloway County Hospital.
the sofa which it fronts, but it can also
All relatives and friends are
be a beautiful and functional, addition
invited to attend.
to a room in its own right.
.
Mrs. McClure was born Nov.
From a practical standpoint, if you,
20, 1894. She grew up in Pilot
have the right coffee table, people can
Oak -and moved to Mayfield ownnot only use it from the sofa, but others can pull up chairs around it when
appropriate, making use of the table
Congratulations
and creating a nice conversation
grouping, and even a place to serve
Sheila Sullivan
from.
winner ofFREE
You might want to consider a coffee
:acuum, presenttable that can hold at least'several
ed by Stephanie
cups or drinks plus accessories.
Actually, a new coffee table could
Charnbc..
fast become one of your favorite
pieces of furniture if you select it for
the use you'd like it to give you, as
well as the looks you'd like it to have.
Incidentally, it's usually a good idea
MAKE ONE STOP & SHOP
to have the coffee table lower than the
Register for FREE vacuum,
seat of your sofa. It's easier to use and
our Christmas gift to you.
doesn't interfere with the beauty of
the sofa.
New Sanyo Vacuums
To see a good selection of coffee
Canister 1000 watts Feather Ligri
tables — and all furniture
we
Upright 12 amps - Bagless
invite you to stop in.
Hepo-filter - Light Weight
Easy Push
FURNITURE.INC.
103 S. Third Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3621
"Come see what you've been missing"

CHAMBERS
VACUUM
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
753-2700

Call 753-1916 today with your society news!

SIX GENERATIONS
Leotia Rowland of Newport. Ark.,
is pictured with five other living generations in her family
on Nov. 6. Pictured standing, from left, are her granddaughter, Elaine Donelson of Murray. and her great-granddaughter, Linda Culver, her great-great-granddaughter, Tina
Powell, her great-great-great-granddaughter. Angela Powell,
and her great-great-great-great-granddaughter, Adriana Lopez,
all of Paris. Tenn. Mrs. Donelson's mother. Mrs. Lillie Mae
Russell of Murray, is deceased. The baby was born Oct.

ing the Wooldridge House, there.
After giving up housekeeping
she used with her family before
going to reside at Fern Terrace
Lodge.
She recently fell and sustained
a fractured hip and is now at the
Long Term Care Unit of MCCH.
Mrs. McClure has four daughters. Mrs. Lola Mae McClain of
Murray Mrs. Gone Anderson and
husband, Cleo, of Water Valley.
Mrs. Hazel Broach of Coldwater
and Mrs. Lou McGary of Murray.
Her one son is Osley G. N1cClure
and wife. Faye: of Murray. She has 17 grandchildren, 32
great-grandchildren and 16 greatgreat-grandchildren. •
Her special friends include. Sue
Crenshilw. _Jennie and Samantha
Gibbs and Maria and Anna
Himelick.

With the installation of these new- traffic lights in the area;
we are becoming a big city. The new traffic lights on Highway
121 Bypass by the Murray State University Regional Events
Center and on Highway 94 West at Johnny Robertson Road
will be helpful, to the motorists and hopefully will stop the
many accidents especially on Highway 94 West.
The first traffic light and the only one in Murray for many
years was at Main and Sixth streets. That was when the Varsity Theatre and National Hotel in that area were busy places.
Now we have eight traffic lights on 12th Street and six on
Main' Street. The four-way stops are also a blessing at many
of the intersections.
The Highway 121 Bypass has helped relieve the traffic situation around the university. I remember the late Dr. Ralph H.
Woods saying that one of his goals while president of Murray
State was seeing the 121 Bypass constructed.

Class will be offered
Persons interested in constructing .an edible gingerbread house
for the holidays should sign up for the two-night community education class on Dec. 6 and 7 at Murray High School. Classes will
begin at 7 p.m. and last approximately two hours. The cost will
be $20 per person and will cover all supplies and instructions.
Registration will be limited to 12 participants. For more information or to sign up, contact Pat Seiber at the Murray School Board
office at 753-4363.

Resource Center council will meet
The calloway County Family Resource Center will have an
advisory council meeting on Thursday at 4 p.m. at the Calloway
County Board of Education building. The public is invited.

North PTO will meet
North Elementary School PTO will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. in
the school cafeteria. Refreshments will be served.

Writing Committee will meet
The Writing Committee of the North Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Council will meet Thursday at 7:15 a.m.
in the school library. All interested persons are invited.

Technology Committee will meet
The Technology Committee of the Southwest Elementary School
Site-based Decision Mating Council will meet Thursday at 4 p.m.
at the school. All interested persons are invited.

Special program, at BSU

Look For Your

Holiday Cookbook
in Friday's Ledger
BRAND NEW LOCATION
SAME EXCELLENT SERVICE

The Essential. Dqty ,Spa
-Massage Therapy -Facials •AVEDAteroducits
& ON • Aromatherapy • Sugaring
1311 Johnson Blvd- •'fur

T67-137'6CD

The Christian drama ministry. "Creations," will present a program of comic and dramatic sketches based on the life and parables of Jesus and the writings of Paul and other New Testament
writers on Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union at Waldrop and Chestnut Streets, Murray The public is invited. For more
information call 753-5771.

Prayer breakfast Thursday
The second annual Thanksgiving Prayer Breakfast will be Thursday at 7 a.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House, Vine and South
Seventh Streets. Adrian Moody, past Miami YMCA CEO and current chaplain at YMCA of Greater Nashville, will be the speaker.
This is free and open to the community and will be concluded in
one hour. For more information contact Bjarne Hansen at 759YMCA.

West View plans activities
Special activities for the residents at West View Nursing Home
include. Crafts at 10 a.m., Sensory at 1 p.m., Gospel Hour at 1:30
p.m. and Thanksgiving potluck dinner for Station Two at 6 p.m.
Thursday: devotion with the Rev. Carolyn West at 10 a.m. and
Bingo at 2 p.m. Friday; Scotts Grove Baptist Church at 10 a.m.
and Cooking Time at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.

Federation of Blind will meet
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
Friday at 6 p.m. in the Senior Citizens area of the Weaks Community Center. A potluck meal for Thanksgiving will be served.
For more information call Danny Perry. president, at 753-0911.

Homemade Chicken Noodle Soup
Assorted Kentucky Cheeses

Roast Young Tom Turkey
Kentucky Cornbread Dressing
Cranberry Sauce
from the whole berry
Baked Kentucky Country Ham
Pilgrim Roast Round of Beef Au
Jus carved on line
Kentucky Roast Loin of Pork
with mustard Sauce

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER 81 TIMES

Old Fashioned Candied Yarn,
Kentucky Wonder Green Bt'.':
Mayflower Whipped Potatoes
with Giblet Gram/

Cranberry Nut Salad
Assorted Congealed SaladTossed Green Salad

STATE RESORT PARK
"Under New Management"
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Aurora, Ky.• Hwy.94 • 474-2211

I

CALL 753-1916

Belinda
Jett
has
lost
62 lbs.
and
581.
inches.

767-0780
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5.
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
305 N. 12th St.• University Square • Murray

Far Lands Travel Presents...
A Charles DicLiens Christmas
Join us as we tourney back in time to 19th century England. This tour will depart from
Mun-as on December 11 and take us to the beautifully restored Victorian Main Street in
Franklin. TN where we will experience their 14th annual "Dickens of a Christmas.- We
will be surrounded with the traditional sights. sounds and aromas of a Victonan holiday
celebration recreated with costumed characters, strolling minstrels, hell choirs, street vendors, horse-drawn carriages, tea time treats and 19th century dishes.
Also, we will be stopping at The Factory(Brand new shopping structure with several specialty shops located in an old abandoned Factory that has been transformed). Then dinner
at The Prime Cut Steakhouse.
To complete our journey we will experience the live presentation of "Charles Dickens A
Christmas Carol" at the histonc Ryman Auditorium.
7:00 a.m.-Leave
2:25 p.m.-Arrive at
8:00 p.m.-The Ryman
Mayfield
The Factory
presents "Charles
Dickens
-A
7:45 a.m.-Leave
4:15 p.m.-Leave The
Christmas Carol"
Murray
Factory
10:30 a.m.-Arrive
5:00 p.m.-Arrive at the 10-30 p.m.-Depart for
Murray and Mayfield
Franklin, TN
Prime Cut Restaurant
Lunch is own your
7:00 p.m.-Depart The 1:00 a.m.-Arrive
own (Several eating eq.*
Prime Cut Restaurant Murray
lichrneras are located in this
1:40 a.m.-Arrive
Mayfield

Trip cost: $99.00 per person (Price includes round-trip transportation, Dinner at The
Prime Cut Restaurant, and Tickets to Charles Dickens - A Christmas Carol at the
Ryman Auditorium.)

CALL ERIC AT 753-4646 TO REGISTER AND TO GET DETAILS.
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MAGAZINE CLUB - Linda Kelly, right, presented the program on the theme, "Last 100-,Years," at the October meeting of the Magazine Club heft] at the home of Edith Garrison, left. Betty Hornsby, president, is in the center. The
club will meet Friday at 2 p.m. at Fifteenth and Olive Grill.
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Local boy turns 3
Jacob Paul Woods celebrated
his third birthday on Oct. 9 with
a party at his home in Murray.
"Rug Rats" was the theme of
the party decorations with a "Monster Truck" decorated birthday cake.
Deanna Brooks and David Beane
Attending and sending gifts were
25 family members and friends.
Woods is the son of Paul Jr.
(Woody) and Christie Woods of
_
. Murray.
He is the grandson of Paul and
Maxine Woods and Tommy Marshall of Murray and Steve and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hays of 928 Rowlett Tr., Murray. announce Linda Hayden of Almo.
His great-grandparents are Red
the upcoming marriage of their daughter, Deanna Maree Brooks, to
and Lois Woods of Murray and
David Michael Beane, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Beane of 1551
Junior and Dorothy Watkins of BenClayton Rd., Murray.
ton.
Mamie
Athel
and
The tride-elect is the granddaughter of the late
Raley, the late Ray and Margaret Millican and the late Max and Francis Brooks, all of Cullman, Ala.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late George and Clara
Mathis and William B. Beane and the late Rubene Beane, all of Murray.
_The wedding will be Saturday. Nov. 27, 1999,.at 1 p.m. at Elm
SUBSCRIBE
Grove Baptist Church, Highway 94 East, Murray.
The Rev. Clyde Ledlow of Hanselle, Ala., will conduct the wedding. Polly Brent of Whitney, Texas, and Sherrida Gentry and Chip
Ray of Murray will present the music. Renee Weatherly of Murra
will be pianist.
Attendants for the bride-elect will be Christen Cooper of Bellefontaine. Ohio, Brandi Bickham of Russells Point, Ohio, and Holly
Lane of Toccoa, Ga. Alyson Mathis of Murray will serve as flower
girl.
Attendants for the groom-elect will be Joe Beane, Jeff Luffman
and Michael Hale. all of Murray. Twin ring bearers will be Austin
and Aaron Beane.
Chris Brooks and Ben Mathis will serve as ushers and candle,
lighters.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
Only out-of-town invitations were sent. All relatives and friends are

Site-

a.m.

chool
p.m.

The Murray Branch of the Amer- women and girls, yom elemenican Association of University tary school through post-doctoral
Women will meet —Thursday at 6 studies
p.m. at the far west end of the
Membership is open to both
new YMCA building on Chestnut women and men holding a bathStreet.
elor's degree or'higher.- and to
Donna Herndon will discuss the
underoraduates as student members.
latest activities at the Calloway
Dues are S42 per year with a
County Family Resource renter.
reduced
rate for undergraduates.
A recent video about AAUW.
interested
persons are invitAll
10 minutes in length. will also be
ed.
shown.
For more information 'call Renee
Since 1881, AAUW has worked

Brooks-Beane vows
to be said Nov. 27

to advance equity in education for

a proparatament
t Walmore

Remember
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when giving this Holiday Season!
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This holiday season it seems most of us are
wanting to do something different or at least
wear something a little more elegant than usual.
DK Kelley has a lot of special occasion and holiday looks to choose from more than usual
because we want our customers to have everything they need to make every event special and
memorable.
"A strapless gown gives a classic. Grace Kelly
kind of elegance; while a shoulder-showing halter suggests sex appeal. You don't need a perfect figure for body baring styles. but think
about what is exposed. Full upper arms? Opt for
a long sleeve style scooped flattering in the
front, or choose one of this season's beautiful
shawls or long sleeve lacy jacket or blouse for a
cover.
This is a way to show- off what you love best
about your figure according to Beverly
Washington, president of Image Factor. a
Chicago based consulting firm.
Ball skirts, panel pants, velvet dresses, and
separates, headed everything, long and short
dresses - we have something for every age
group.
Your outfit will determine your accessories.
strapless or low cut calls for a dramatic choker
and a small beaded earring. Also a must have is
some hot new items in crystal bracelets mixed
and matched together.
DK Kelley put on a style show for the Ladies
Thanksgiving luncheon at the Murray Country
Club this past Wednesday. Our models chose a
variety of clothing to cover every aspect of
dressing for any occasion in the up coming season.
Kay Ray had many compliments on and
looked lovely in a black suit with a longer jacket, also she wore a very cute red nutcracker
Christmas sweater with velvet pants. Jeannie
Morgan wore a royal blue chenille vest with a
black poodle collar that was very well received.
Jeannie also wore an off white ensemble with a
beautiful off white hooded cape which was
stunning. Tanya Morris wore a unique jacket in
a variety of bright aztec colors from Sandy
Starkman which looked great on her and a wonderful red knit dress with a red cardigan to
match which would carry her from day to
evening. Louisa Henry wore a shimmering silver silk two piece pants outfit which looked terrific on her and would be for women of any age.
She also chose a fuchsia ostrich trimmed
• 'A eater with black velvet pants that everyone
loved on her. Elizabeth Pasco looked terrific in
a purple suede longer jacket that could be worn
dressy or casual. The black beaded vest and
black lures sweater with velvet pants would be
perfect for any holiday outing Elizabeth looked
wonderful.
Many thanks to the models who looked fabulous and to the Murray Country Club and Jo
Crass for inviting us. We all had a great time.
Congratulations to Joan Colson who won
power bead bracelets at lunch on Friday. Check
out all of our new gourmet food Items. perfec
for entertaining or hostess gifts.
For holiday or anyday DK Kelley has what
you need ..Stay tuned to next week's fun &
fashion report...

Fiter at 767-9405.

FIEUSE THE NEWS
JACOB PAUL WOODS

RECYCLE

FREE*
$9095
AW

Regular Pric0

ORECK CORD FREE
SPEED IRON
TWO ORECK VACUUMS
ONE LOW PRICE

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

invited to attend the wedding and the reception

DISTRICT WINNERS - Representing the Hazel Woman's Club
at the contest of the First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs arid winning were Jacob Abbott,
left, for his pencil drawing, and Derek McCallum. right, for
his acrylic painting. They are both juniors at Calloway County High School.

Herndon to speak to AAUW

FUN & FASHION
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Call For Openings

SPECIAL
BONUS!

PLUS
THE BONUS CORD FREE SPEED IRON.
Take the Oreck Challenge and see for yourself
why thousands of luxury hotels, offices, airports
and schools insist on the 8 lb Oreck XL
There's nothing to lose but the hidden dirt
that's embedded in your carpet.
Buy any 8 lb. ORECK XL Hotel Upright
with powerful Compact Canister and get the
Cord Free Speed Iron FREE* With purchase
• ./0,, pay only $965 S80.4
ORECK

753-5227
nog,

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

dur..Boo- mewl,S41114.44,the.Re4e

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24, Exit 16, Reidland — 270-898-7301 1-800-599-USEW (8739)
994 01•711 Honing! LLC de reles
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,
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On January 3, 2000, it will be business
as usual at Union Planters Bank.
We began addressing the

Y2K

issue several years ago and are ready to

meet the challenges of Year 2000: By getting a head start on the
Millennium Bug, Union Planters Bank has been able to test all our
systems fully and completely. This means-that you can rest assured that
all your money will be safe and sound. So, when the new millennium
arrives, it will be all systems go at your local Union Planters Bank. And
on the first Monday of the New Year, everything will be open. beginning
with the front door.

AUNION PLANTERS BANK
This Year 2000 Readiriess Disclosure ts to assist our customers in understanding the challenges
presented in the coming year and what Union Planters is doing to be prepared.
. ,i,onptanters.corn ©Copyrigbt_49.99 Union Planters Bank. Member FDIC.
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UK opens with Penn
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1999
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By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Any
chance Kentucky might have overlooked Pennsylvania going into
their first-round Preseason NIT.
gametonight at Rupp Arena was
blown when the Wildcats watched
videotape of the Quak,ers' NCAA
tournament loss to Florida last
spring. .
Penn led Kentucky's conference
rival by 11 at halftime before losing 75-61 in a game that was
closer than the final score indicated.
"Theyire a very smart team and
they're a team not to be taken
lightly," Kentucky center Jamaal
Magloire said Tuesday. "We can't
underestimate them at all, and if
we do, we'll be in big trouble."
In a crucial matchup of backcourts, Kentucky is hoping its
depth can overcome Penn's considerable edge in experience.
Senior guards Matt Lange! and
Michael Jordan- have started 58
games together in their college
careers, while Kentucky's top six
guards have just 32 collegiate starts
among them.
The Wildcats hope rotating those

College
hoops
season
under way

six players in and out of the game
can tire Lange! and Jardan. Coach
Tubby Smith planned to use swingman Tayshaun Prince, shooting
guard Keith Bogans -and perimeter threats J.P. Blevins and Todd
Tackett to spell Desmond Allison
and Saul Smith, the expected
starters at the guard spots.
"1 would stack our backcourt
up against any other team's," the
coach said.
"We're going to be trying to
make it a fast-paced game, trying
to wear them down," Saul Smith
said. "... We feel we can press
anybody."
Penn's-Medan has earned recognition in the shadow of the more
famous player with whom he shares
a name and the uniform number
23, twice winning all-Ivy honors
and averaging 15.3 points per game
last season.
Langel is a perimeter sharpshooter who made 42.9 percent of
3-pointers last season, averaging
11.3 points per game.
In addition to those two. the
Quakers have a third starter, 6foot-11 center Geoff Owens, back
from last year's Ivy League championship team and present an

intriguing season-opening matchup
for Kentucky in the I6-team Preseason NIT.
"They have their top three scorers as well as their top three
rebounders back," Magloire said.
"They're a lot more in sync than
most other teams this time of year.
... Those are the intangible things
that you can't take lightly."
A win by the Wildcats would
advance them to a second-round
game at Rupp on Friday night,
against the winner of Arkansas State
vs. Utah. A win there would earn
Kentucky a trip to next week's
Preseason NIT semifinals at Madison Square Garden in- New York.
With the departure via graduation and transfers of five players
who accounted for nearly 65 percent of the scoring on last season's Elite Eight team, one question for Kentucky has been who
will pick up the scoring slack.
In the preseason, at least, Prince
and Magloire have looked like
likely candidates. After a summer
of work on his shooting, Magloire
appears ready to add an offensive
component to his intimidating

Is it just me. or has the
college basketballseason kind
of snuck in the back door.
With all of the rumblings
about the Bowl Championship
Series and talk of parity in the
National Football League, the
beginning of the hoops season
has gone a little unnoticed.
But, ready or not, its time
for teams all across the country to hit the hardwood L most
notably for the Murray State
Racers and the Kentucky Wildcats.
OPENING NIGHT: Kentucky coach Tubby Smith hopes the
The 'Cats are up first with
Wildcats can get off to a fast start in tonight's Preseason
tonight's opener against Penn• See Page 9A
NIT opener against Pennsylvania.
sylvania in the Preseason NIT
at Rupp Arena.
Youth will be served in Lexington during the 1999-2000
season as Tubby Smith will
turn over the ranks to forwards
Tayshaun Prince and Jules
Camara and guard Desmond
Allison.
Center Jamaal Magloire and
point guard Saul Smith are UK's
second 'with 54 points. New York
By JIMMY GOLEN
only returning letterman with
Yankees reliever Mariano Rivera
AP .Sports Writer
significant starting experience.
BOSTON AP).— AL( Young had 27. and Cleveland's Bartok)
Staff Report
The Wildcats could be testAward w inner Pedro . Martinez Colon had 14.
Murray Ledger & Times
ed tonight .against the more
flashed a smile at the camera and
"I pretty much Apected it," MarThe Murray State women's volexperienced Quakers.
tinez said. "But it's always a pleassaid goodbye.'
leyball team will take part in the
• Penn is led by guards Matt
ure to get
For now.
1999 Ohio Valley Conference TourLangel and Michael Jordan.
Martinez went 23-4 and pro"Hopefully. we'll talk again."
nament
for the 12th straight year
Jordan, who shares a namehe said Tuesday after earning the duced one of baseball's most domwhen the fourth-seeded Racers(18sake with the ex-Chicago Buns
first of what he hopes will he two inating seasons, winning the pitch9, 12-6 OVC) take on fifth-seedstar, averaged 15.3 points and
er's triple crown by wide margins
major postseason awards.
ed
Tennessee Tech (13- I 2. I I -7)
3.8 assists per game to lead
The Boston Red Sox ace was in each category. His 2.07 ERA
Friday
at 12:30 p.m. at the Houck
the Quakers last year. Lange'
a unanimous selection for his sec- Was 1 1-3 runs loWer than David
Field House on the campus of
is a sharpshooter who made 42.9
ond Cy Young. and now he waits Cone's second-hest 3.44. and it
Southeast Missouri State Univerpercent of his 3-pointers last
until Thursday to find out if he wa._ less than half of the AL aver
sity
in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
season. averaging ,11.3 points
will also be 'named the AL's Most age. he had five more wins than
SEMO (26-5. 17-1). the secper contest.
Valuable. Player. Only nine pitch- anyone eke. and his 313 strikeond-ranked team in the NCAA
With a win. Kentucky would
ers have claimed the two awards outs were 113 more than the next
District 6 Poll, hosts the six-team
advance to a second round
best. Anaheim's Chuck Finley.
in the same year.
tournament bx virtue of winning
game - also at Rupp - against
Martinez was also Most Valu-.
"It would mean a jot, probably
the regular-season OVC champithe winner of tonight's Arkansd,
more than this Cy Young alone able Player of the All-Star game
onship.
State-Utah matchup.
because I've already achieved that." in Fenw ay Park. striking out four
Third seed Austin Peay State
UK boasts a traditional tough
said the 28-year-old right-hander, MVPs and a home run champion
(21-10,
13-5) and sixth seed Eastschedule, with the likes of
who was named the NL's top pitch- in two innini!, of work. He was
ern Kentucky (13-18, 8-10) open
rivals Indiana and Louisville
er when he was with. Montreal in the winning pitcher in the decithe tournament Friday at 10 a.m.,
.and a date with highly-ranked
1997. "The MVP would be some- sive fifth gape Of, the first-round
followed by the quarterfinal match
Michigan State.
thing different, especially to a pitch- playoff series against Cleveland.
between MSU and TTU. Second
The Wildcats will also have
er. The MVP would be great.", - And, in the AL championship series,
seed Eastern Illinois (21-9. 15-3)
to navigate a tough SoutheastMartinez earned all 28 first-place he handed the New York Yankees
takes on the Peay-EKU winner in
ern Conference slate that
votes and the maximum 140 points their only loss of the postseason
the semifinal round at 4 p.m.
includes nationally ranked Floriin Cy Young balloting by the Base- in an epic showdown with Roger EASY CHOICE: Boston's Pedro Martinez was a unanimous with SEMO and
the MSC-Trt
da and Tennessee.
ball Writers' Association of Amer- Clemens. his predecessor as the Red
choice
for
the
American
League
Award,
Young
Cy
announced
Meanwhile. the Racers tip
ica. Baltimore's Mike Mussina was Sox ace.
on Tuesday.
• See Page 9A
things off Saturday night at
the Regional Special Events
Center against Colorado-Colorado Springs.
Head coach Teyester Anderson should be in good shape
with four .returning starters and
a solid core of reserves.
By R.B. FALLSTROM
son this year, but later spent time
A talented senior class will
AP Sports Writer
in the minors and was 5-14 with
be led by OVC Preseason PlayBy The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St. a 5.89 ERA.
er of the Year Isaac Spencer.
VS hii the San Antonio Spur,
Louis Cardinals finally got their
The Rockies continued an off. Guards Aubrey Reese and
'need a big basket. Tim Duncan
season makeover that includes the
man.
Marlon Towns and forward Rod
The Cardinals had been trying trade of outfielder Dante Bichette,
or Da% id Robinson usually takes
Murray should provide a solid
to acquire Darryl Kile since July. and general manager Dan O'Dowd
the shot. Against Indiana. a 37enough nucleus for the Racers
year-old reserve came through with
and he became the biggest nalne stressed the "flexibility" that resultto make a return trip to the
in a seven-player deal with the ed from dumping $9.3 million in
the game on the line.
NCAA Tournament.
Colorado Rockies on Tuesday that salary.
Jerome Kersey's 14-foot jumper
However, the Racers will
with 7.6 seconds left in overtime
also gave the Cardinals a new
"It's the next step in the plan,
get no gifts as far as the schedcloser in Dave Veres. Kile nearly in the process that I'vesbeen talkput the Spurs ahead for good in
ule goes.
came to St. Louis on the trade ing about," O'Dowd said. "We are
Tuesday night's 90-87 win over
Murray's
non-conference
deadline, and again recently in a very excited about the three young
the Pacer..
schedule has been upgraded
failed three-way deal also involv- arms that we received. All of them,
even more for 1999-2000. which
"They were doubling down on
in our minds, were power arms
ing the Dodgers.
Tim and I was wide open.- said
includes a home - game against
"We scouted him an awful lot that throw strikes."
Kersey. who is in his 16th NBA
NCAA Tournament qualifier
because we wanted to make sure
The Cardinals also got pitchseason.
Detroit Dec. 4.
what we were getting," general ing prospect Luther Hackman, a
The Spurs shot only 39 perOther key dates are the Hoop
manager Walt • Jocketty said of right-hander.
cent from the .field and trailed by
and Quill Classic in St. Louis.
Kile. "At times, he was brilliant."
Kile. who turns 31 next month.
12 points late in the third periMo. (Nov. 26-28), Alabama
Among those scouting Kile was struggled with his curveball at altiod, but the defending NBA chamState (Dec. I I ). the Sun Bowl
Cardinals assistant general man- tude, and that ended up affecting
pions still found a way to win
Tournament (Dec. 28-29) and
ager Bob Gephard. who signed his ,other pitches. Last year he had
Kersey made a key contribushowdown with Big Ten powKile when he was the Rockies a 7.77 ERA at Coors Field, the
tion with eight points and 'seven
erhouse Purdue.
general manager. The Cardinals also highest home-field ERA among
rebounds.
With that being said, here
consulted former Rockies manag- major league pitchers, and he was
"We came hack after being down
are my top five teams for 199921-30 with a 5.84 ERA in two
er Jim Leyland:
most of the game." he said. "This
2000:
, St. Louis gave up right-handers seasons with the Rockies.
shows the character of our team.1. Michigan State
Jose Jimenez, Manny Aybar and
"You make good pitches, you
2, Auburn
. Puncan. and Robinson each
Rick CroushOre, plus minor-league get outs." Kile said., "You make
scored 22 points for • San Anni. .3. COryiecticut
jun, Indiana's _Lien .Ruse tied his
infield prospect Brent Butler. bad pitches, you don't, and that
LEADING THE WAY: Philadelphia's Allen Iverson pumped in
JiriVenez ta-cra no-hitter and-a-twoz holds true-no- matter where-yew
5. Ohio State
39 points as the Sixers trounced Washington 95-73 in NBA
hitter against Arizona's Randy John- pitch."
•See Page 94
action Tuesday night.

Martinez wins
AL Cy Young

Kersey's
shot gives
Spurs win

Racers to
face Tech
in OVC
Tournament

Kyle goes to Cards
in seven-player deal
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SCOREBOARD

SPORTS BRIEFS
Three Lakers named to state soccer team
The Calloway County boys soccer team placed three players on the Kentucky High School Soccer Coaches Association 1999 All-State West Team
Nov. 10
Senior midfielder Jeremy Weber earned second-team honors while senior
defender Adam Scott and senior forward Man Yezerski collected honorable
mention status after the Lakers capped a 16-6 season with a First Region
championship, the first in the program's 12-year history

THE
RAMEY
AGENCY
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Nest to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151

Josh Young's game-winning shot propelled the Calloway County Middle
school eighth-grade boys' basketball team to a 7-0 record and the Graves
County Middle School Tournament championship following Saturday's 38-37
win over Graves County's Blue squad.
Chase Futrell scored 15 points and dished out four assists, Terry Adams
and Seth Barrow added eight and seven points, respectively, and Logan
Walker recorded six points seven rebounds and three blocked shots in the
title game versus the Jr Eagles.
The Jr. Lakers defeated Graves County's Gray team 40-29 in the semifinal round behind Adams' 13 points and 10 more from Barrow Walker
chipped in nine points and three blocks, while Young pulled down seven
rebounds and Futrell notched eight assists.
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Calloway seventh-grade girls down CFS
Brittany Collins scored 12 points and Whitney Herndon 'chipped in eight
points and 10 rebounds as the Calloway County Middle School seventhgrade girls' basketball team defeated Christian Fellowship Thursday at Jeffrey Gymnasium Halee Wyatt added six rebounds as the Jr Lady Lakers
improved to 3-0
Meanwhile, the seventh-grade girls' 'B' team swept Puryear in a doubleheader Saturday at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Samantha Bennett, Whitney Lamb,
Lindsay Miller and Marcy Boggess netted four points apiece as Calloway
took the opener 22-6 Miller poured in 16 points as the home team claimed
a 28-9 decision in the nightcap Lamb and Nakiah Gibson contributed four

ould
round
night.
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points apiece

Lakers schedule preseason scrimmages
The Calloway County High School boys' basketball team will open its preseason schedule Saturday versus Christian County at 5 p.m. at the Hopkinsville High School Jamboree. The Lakers will host a scrimmage with Union
County Nov 27 at 1 p m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

Calloway Little League signups Saturday
The Calloway County Laker Basketball Association will have little league
signups Saturday and Nov 27 at Jeffrey Gymnasium for players in grades
3-8. The $50 entry fee is payable upon registration. For more information
contact the Laker coaching staff at 762-7374 ext. 109.

•
Marshall County to hold reception for alums
The Marshall County High School Backboard Club is invited all former
Marshall County high school basketball players and coaches age 50 or older
to a reception and Marshall County basketball games Dec. 7. The reception
will be held at 6 p.m. at the school cafeteria. For more information, contact
Barney Thweatt at 270-354-6430.

Paris Thunder baseball tryouts coming soon
The Paris (Tenn.) Thunder, a 14-year-old traveling baseball team, will
schedule tryouts for the 2000 season after the Thanksgiving holiday. For
more information, contact Mark Archer at 901-642-8915 after 4 p.m

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
Au i Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct GB
L
W
Miami
2 750 6
Boston
4
3 571 1 1/2
New York
5
4
556 1 1/2
Orlando
4 500
4
2
Philadelphia
4
4 500
2
New Jersey
1
143 4 1/2
6
Washington
1
7
125
5
Central Division
Toronto
2 714
5
Cleveland
4
2 667 1r2
Indiana
3 625
5
Milwaukee
5
3 625 1/2
Charlotte
4
4 500 1 1/2
Atlanta
2
6 250 3 12
Detroit
2
250 3 1/2
6
Chicago
1
4
143
6

Tuesday's Games
Philadeiphia 95. Washington 73
Toronto 89. Detroit 85
Atlanta 103, Charlotte 98
Portland 101, Miami 96
Milwaukee 101, LA Clippers 93
San Antonio 90, Indiana 87 OT
Dallas 114, Houston 95
New York 102 Denver 95
Qolcien State 99, Chicago 79
Sacramento 81 Vancouver 77
Today's Games
Cleveland at Boston. 6 p m
Miami at Philadelphia, 6 p m
Portland at Orlando, 6 30 P m
New Jersey at Detroit. 6 30 p m
Dallas at Charlotte. 6_30 pm
L A Clippers at Minnesota. 7 p rr.
New York at Utah. 7 pm
Chicago at Phoenix 8 p.m
Golden State at Seattle, 9 p rr

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L
W
Pct
San Antonio
7
2 _778
Minnesota
1 -.750
3
Utah
4
3 _571
Dallas
4
4 500
Vancouver
3
4
429
Denver
2
5
286
Houston
7 222
2
Pacific Division
Portland
7
1
875
Sacramento
4
1
BOO
L A Lakers
7
2 778
Seattle
6
2 750
Phoenix
4
4
500
Golden State
2
5
286
L A Clippers
6' 143

Thursday's Games
Toronto at Washington. 6 p m
San Antonio at Milwaukee. 7 pm
Sacramento at Houston. 7.30 p fr,
• L A Lakers at Denver, 8 pm
Seattle at Vancouver 9 p m.

GB
1 12
2
2 1 2
3
4
5

Friday's Games
New Jersey at Boston, 6 pm
Atlanta at Indiana. 6 pm
LA Clippers at Toronto. 6 p-rr
Charlotte at Orlando, 6 30 p m
Portland at Philadelphia, 7 p
Cleveland at Detroit. 7 pm
Utah at Minnesota 7 p m.
Sacramento at Dallas. 7 30 p m
New York at Phoenix. 8 p m
Chicago at L A Lakers 930 p rn

1 12
1.2
3
4 1/2
5 1,2

From Page 8A
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career-high with 28 points.
Rose. Sam Perkins and Mark
Jackson each hit 3-pointers as the
Pacers took an 85-82 lead with
1:37 left in overtime. But San
Antonio took a 86-85 lead on
Kersey's jumper. The Spurs then
clinched the victory with three free
throws by Mario Elie and one by
Terry Porter in the final seconds,
"We had a lead late, but we
could not make it hold up," Pacers coach Larry Bird said. "That
is going to happen some nights."
Perkins scored 16 points for the
Pacers, whose three-game winning
streak was snapped.
In other NBA games, it was
Philadelphia 95, _Washington 73;
Toronto 89, Detroit 85; Atlanta
103, Charlotte 98; Portland 101,
Miami 96: .Milwaukee 101, Los
Angeles Clippers 93; Dallas 114.
Houston 95; New York 102. Denver 95; Golden State 99, Chicago
79; and Sacramento 81. Vancouver 77,
76ers 95, Wizards 73
At Washington. Allen Iverson
scored 39 points as Philadelphia
handed the Wizards their seventh
straight loss. •
The 76ers raced to a 21-3 lead
and v.ent on to win their third
game in a row. The Wizards. who
haven't won since opening night.
are off to their worst start in 33
years, and their reserves outscored
their starters for the third consecutive game.
Raptors 89, Pistons 85
Antonio Davis had 24 points
and 15 rebounds. and Charles Oakley hit two jumpers in the closing minutes as Toronto won at
home.
Jerry Stackhouse scored 26
points for the Pistons, who lost
to the Raptors by 17 points last
week.
Hawks 103,'Hornets 98
Rookie Jason Terry. filling the
void left by the suspension of Isaiah Rider, scored 22 points and
Atlanta snapped a four-game losing streak.
Jim Jackson scored 20 points,
Dikembe
Mutombo
19 and
Roshown McLeod IS for the
Hawks. The visiting Hornets were
led by Anthony Mason and Eddie
Jones. who scored 20 points apiece.

• Racers ...

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Motorists should
exercise extra caution
around school areas.

LE? US Pwr You
am='FRE
WM= or A
QuiturrUSED
CAR OR Timm
1999 GMC 2500 Ext. Cab SLE Pickup St. #

1999 Dodge 1500 Club SLT Pickup st # 99422 1

From Page 8A

its third winning season in the
last four scars. The Racers' record
is 5 1/2 matches better than last
year's mark, w hen \1S1 entered
the OVC Tournament M,
17 slate.
"flav trig experienced play ct.
back had a lot to do w ith that.Schwerker said. "Most of iitir
this year came from the experienced play•er.. We'\ e got ,(Hue good
freshmen, hut the spring trainin
experience helped us out a lie
-We're still Irving to reach ii
w ins. db,tigh and we'll has c iii
-get to the ()V(' Tournament championship I match) to do that.Murray State ss ill play in its
1,3th OVC Tournament os erall.
has tug play ed in 1983 and each
year since 198. when the league
disbanded divisional play. This tournament marks the OVC's 19th
annual _volleyball championship
tourn:tmcnt •

winner taking the )tirt at 6:30
p.m.
The championship match will
he played Saturday at noon, followed by an awards ceremony.
The •tournament will be broadcast
over the OVC's web site by Total
Sports. Inc.
Murray State defeated Tennessee
Tech in both regular-season meetings between the two schools.
"We have beaten Tech twice
this season. but now we have to
go in and get them a third time."
said MSU head coach David
Schwepker. "That's going to he
tough. and if we get past Tech.
we have to go to the second round
and play SEMO. It's a tough second round to get to the championship. tougher than the other
bracket,'
Murray State enters the tournament on the heels of clinchim:

Trail Blazers 101, Heat 96
At Miami. Rasheed Wallace
scored 22 points and Portland ran
off nine consecutive points down
the stretch to snap the Heat's five-game winning streak.
Alonzo Mourning • scored 23
points for the Heat, who fell shy
of 100 points for only the third
time this season. Scottie Pippen
had 20 points and 13 'rebounds
for the Blazers.
Bucks 101, Clippers 93
TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES
Glenn Robinson scored 24 points
and Sam Cassell had 20 points
and nine assists as !Milwaukee
handed the Clippers their fourth
straight loss.
Derek AnUerson had 27 points
for Los Angeles before getting hurt
in a collision with !Milwaukee's
Danny Manning early in the fourth 1-Rooey skong-\ 1 Jack
1- Jim
(
-Kendall Jxxsor
quarter. After lying on the court
Beam 4
Daniels Black
Cbardaray
Sav Blanc
for three minutes. Anderson was
helped to the locker room and
didn't return.
Beautour
("r Crown (
Smirnoff
-Kendall Jackson
Mavericks 114. Rockets 95
Chardonnay
Royal
Vodka
Michael Finley scored 28 point,
Chardonnay
and reserve Cedric Ceballos had
19 as the Mavericks stopped HousCameros
ton's six-game winning streak at
(
'- Makers"
J. CuervoSlags LeaP
Chardonnay
Reunion Arena,
hada valley Chardonnay
White
_ Mark
Dirk Nowitzki, the victim of a
flagrant foul that touched off a
\
.1,c
midcourt shoving match in thesecond quarter, scored 16 points and
1- Firestone
Skyy
Kings Estate
•CuervoRobert Pack had 12 points and
Chardonnay
Vodka
Pinot Gris
Gold
10 assists for the Mavericks.
\.....7somi 14.
Rockets rookie Ste% e Francis v. as
ejected. after he pulled down Now"San
San Angelo
-Bacardi
("1
24ewar (
r Gallo
itzki. wino was attempting a layup.
inot Grigio
Wines
Rum
Scotch
with 2:57 left in the first half.
Knicks 102. Nuggets 95
$38.98
, At Denser. Latrelf Sprewell
Sartori
Cruzan
(Johnny Walker •
(Carlo Rossi
scored 26 points and Allan HousPinot Grigio
Flavored
Rums
Red
Wines
ton had 23 as New York ended a
three-game losing streak.
After shooting 1 -for-4 in the
Kistle
("Beefeater
first half. Sprewell scored 24 points
Glenlevet
1 Calif.
Chardonnay
in the second half on 9-for-13 shootCellars Wines
Gin
Scotch
ing. Ron Mercer scored 30 points
for the Nuggets. who lost their
third straight game.
Amelia
Paul Mason
J&B
(- Bombay
W•arriors 99. Bulls 79
Chardonnay
Wines
Scotch
Gin
At Oakland. Antawn Jamison
scored 20 points as Golden State
snapped a 13-game losing streak
CaketreadCe'lers
(Woodbridg
(
to Chicago.
-eanadiar (
-Tangerac
Chardonnay
Chard Cab. Merl°,
The Nikirriors opened a 20-point
Club
halftime lead and stayed well in
front the rest of the way to win
- Santa Rita\ 7" Early
at home for the first time in four(
(Woodbridge
CMcCormicl
Say. Blanc ' Times
tries this season.
Say. Blanc
Vodka
$9,98_}

CONOCO KWIK STOP

defensive presence, averaging 17
points and 10.5 rebounds in Kentucky's two - exhibitions.
And .the 6-9 Prince. Who can
play anywhere from shooting guard
to center; may he the Kentucky
sophomore most likely' to has e
breakout season, averaging 20
points and five rebounds in the exhihiticin games.
Also Tuesday. Tubby Smith
announced that freshman Marquis

CALL 753-1916

HAVE A HAPPY THANKSGIVING
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17,000 miles
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$11.986
1997 Mercury Cougar XR7 St. # 00069.1. V-8, Blue,
PM,P/L, T/C Power Seat, Cassette, 31,000 miles
Reduced $11,995

1997 GMC Jimmy SLE - St
V-6. P,V)./

West Wood Wines & Liquors

1996 Dodge 1500 Conversion Truck - St. #
00087.2 Black/Gray, V-8, Leather, 57,000 miles

$13,995
1996 Nissan Maxima SE - St. # 00099.1

636 S. 4th St.• Next to Bunny Bread

• •••• -1111

•

_

4/

4/ •
•
•

s

&

•

White, Al.

$14,995

power, 58,000 miles

1996 Chevy S-10 LS St. #00198.1

Blue, PS/PB, AC.

$6.995

Cassette

1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - St. # 00165.2 V-8,
Black, Auto, NC, P/VV, P/1_ T/C, 58,000 miles

$11,995
1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. #00135.2
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS'PB, 62,000 miles

1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St."95
#99146.2, Blue/Tan, A/C, PS..PB, 41,000 miles
Reduced $10.995

1995 Dodge Intrepid - St. #00063.1
Auto, A/C, PNV,

White, V-6. '

$7,995

T/C, 54,000 miles

1995 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 Sport - St #00042.1
$8.995

4 0 six cyclinder. Auto, A/C

1995 Chevy Tahoe LS St #00214.1

4D, awD Red

$18,995

V-8. Adto, A/C, P.W, P/L, T/C

1995 Ford Escort SW

St. # 00185.1 White, NC, P.S.

P/B, Only 35,000 miles

1995 Dodge Dakota Sport St. # 00088.2 V-6, Auto,
A. C. Cassette, Red, 64,000 miles

-8,450
$
V8,

1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - St. # 99266.2
P

$7,995

. 73,000 miles
P L. TC,

1994 Pontiac Bonneville SE - St.# 99221 2 All
Power, Leather, 79,000 miles
$7,995
'1994 Plymouth Laser - St. #00106.1

A/C, PS/PB.

$3,995
1994 Lincoln Continental - st. #99356.1
All Power, Leather

Silver,

Reduced $7,99$

1992 Toyota Corolla DX -"St. # 514.1
A C. PVV, PI, 79,600 miles

4D, Blue, Auto

$4,995

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

Pt-PP'escf

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • Paris, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • MasterCard • American Express • Discover

Reduced $16,995

T/C

Burgandy, V-8, Auto, NC, P/VV, P/L, T/C, 43.000
miles
$12,986

901-642-7714

Stop in and meet the new owners
Tina Cunningham & Chuck Jones

#99229.1 4D, 4WD.

1996 Ford F150 XLT LWB Pickup - St. #00220.1

.14.99}

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES • DISCOUNT BY THE CASE

C

RW, P,L, Power Seat, Only 37,000 miles

310.14

'12,33)

$10.986

1997 Dodge Intrepid ES - St. #512 V-6,Auto,A

4,s9,96

'64,99.}• 126.73}

# 00085.1 Tan,i9.95
V-6,
9

Auto, P,VV, P;1_, T/C, Cassette

511,32,_,1

'20,55}

$19.995

1997 Dodge Avenger ES St

1

16.44

Estill. who is ineligible to play
this season, had undergone arthroscopic knee surgery. He said the
procedure, performed by team
physician David Caborn. was
designed to clear up lingering discomfort Estill had suffered since
undergoing knee surgery last spring.
Smith said there is no timetable
for Estill to return to practice. The
6-9 forward from Richmond. Ky..
is a partial qualifier and may practice but not play for the Wildcats
this season.

00046.1 Maroon/Gray, V-8, Auto, NC, PNV,
$24,986
TiC, Only 4,000 miles

•

• Kersey's shot ...

II UK...
From Page 8A

AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
Duct(' Raryie
"Ask Me About Life Insurance" Age"'

CCMS boys take Graves Co. tourney title

PAGE 9A
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Dodge
Dodge,Trucks

0
Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

I IIHNIK
Plymouth

1
40
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Former Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller will
be honored during a special reception and banquet at the Kentucky
Association of Counties 25th Annual Conference & Exposition Nov.
17-0 in Louisville.
Miller served as president of
the Kentucky Association of CountieS.in 1975.
He will join other former leaders of the statewide association
for: the • presidents' Reception to
begin at 6 p.m. Nov. 18, followed
by the banquet. Gov. Paul E. Pat-

VEMBER 17, 1999

ton will he the guest speaker for
the event.
More than 1,200 participants
are expected to attend the annual
KACo conference. This three-day
meeting marks a very special milestone for KACo as it celebrates
25 years of service to the counties of this state.
The Kentucky Association of
Counties, organized in 1974, is a
non-profit. nonpartisan association
committed to promoting the interests of county government.
•
Transylvania senior Derek Vander Molen (right) demonstrates
how a gas chromatograph works during Science Day 1999.

k) local residents have been
initiated into the Alpha Chi Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at Murray State University.
DeAnna Lampkins of Murray
and DeAnna Futrell of Hazel are
among the new members.
Lampkins is the daughter of
Dean and Debbie- Lampkins and
is a freshman business administration major:Futrell is the daughter of Dale
and Denis Futrell and is a freshman journalism major.
Recently. the Alpha Chi Chap-

ter of Sigma Sigma Sigma received
several national awards including
the Honor Roll Chapter Award,
which goes to chapters with a high
overall GPA; the Outstanding
Achievement in Standards of Efficiency Award, which is given to
those chapters finishing in the top
ten overall in efficiency points;
and the Honor Roll Contribution
and the $1,000 or More Contribution awards for the chapter's
philanthropy, the Robbie Paige
Memorial.

Local residents attend conference
Myra Jo Farley and Pat
McMullin. volunteers on the Calloway County Citizen Foster Care
Ftesiew Board.. recently attended
a tonference titled "Partnership for
Permanency" hosted by the Administrative Office of the Courts,
• During the conference. Farley
and McMullin partiCipated in training workshops on: volunteers' relationships with judges. basic case
review skills. case plans and permanency goals. family courts in
Kentucky and many other topics
related to the well-being of children.
The conference featured several guest speakers. including representatives from the Orphan Foundation of America.
Pam Black, a cultural- diversity expert from Eastern Kentucky
University. also addressed the conference attendees.
•Citizen Foster .Care Re iew
Boards - are made up of local volUnteers.- These boards meet monthljf to review the case files of chit-

dren who have been removed from
their homes and placed in foster
care, child care facilities or with
relatives.
Case reviews help to ensure the
proper care and treatment of children while they are away, from
their homes..
Review board members make
sure every effort is being made
to locate permanent placement for
these children so the.y do not linger
needlessly in the state foster care
system.
Citizen Foster Care Review
Board members are appointed by
the chief judge of the district in
w hich he or she serves. They serve
for a term of three years.
For more information this program or to inquire . about volunwring. contact the Citizen Foster
Care Review Board Program,
Administrative Office of the Courts.
100 Millcreek -Park, Frankfort. KY
40601; or call 502-573-2350 or 800928-2350.

Local graduate serves
as experiment leader
Calloway County High School
graduate and Transylvania University senior Derek Vander Molen
served as an experiment leader
during Transylvania's annual Science Day Nov. 4.
About 120high school students
from around the state participated
in laboratory experiments and
demonstrations as well as discussions regarding :career opportunities in the expanding science and
computer fields. The day was
designed to help increase high
school students' excitement and
knowledge of science, math and
computer..

ItansyKania- is included in the
selective publication "Peterson's
Top Colleges for Science," which
recognizes colleges with "very
strong track records in the sciences and mathematics:" ,
Vander Molen, a chemistry
major, demonstrated how a gas
chromatograph works'_He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vander Molen of Murray.
Transylvania, founded in 1780,
is the nation's 16th oldest institution of'higher learning and is consistently ranked in national publications as one of the top liberal
arts colleges in the country.

Volunteers will not clean
LBL cemeteries Nov.27
Because of the Thanksgiving holiday and to the widespread quota
deer hunt, Rescue Our Cemeteries
volunteers will not be cleaning
cerneteri8 in LBL Nov. 27.
ROC' volunteers have successfully located and cleared more than
a dozen long-neglected graveyards
in the Trigg and Stewart County
sections of LBL this season.
An unmarked grave of a Tennessee Civil War soldier; a Kentucky cemetery not listed in the
LBL Cemetery Record Book; a
long forgotten slave cemetery; and
the poignant epitaph "Gone .,to be

'
an Angel.' were among memories
collected by the contented volunteers.
The cemetery work will resume
Dec. 4 with Lynn and Judy Lancaster of Paris, Tenn., and N. C.
Hooks of Cadiz leading the group
to old graveyards they've discovered.
Volunteers will assemble at 9
a.m. at the Cedar Pond Picnic
area, on the Trace near the state
line. Workers should wear work
clothes and gloves and bring pruning shears, yard tools and a sack
lunch.
For information contact Beale
or Sylvia Canon at 753-4934 or
Jim Baccus at (270) 388-2555

The Murray Music Teachers accompanist and chamber musiAssociation will host a workshop cian, and serves as an adjudicator
and workshop, clinician throughNov. 20 on piano teaching presented
out the region. Results of his
by Dr. Donald Speer.
The workshop,with sessions at research have been published in
10:30 a.m. "Foundations of Effec- the Journal of Research in Music
tive Teaching" and 1 p.m. -The Education and the Bulletin of the
1-2-3's of Piano Teaching," is made Council for Research in Music
possible through a grant from the Education.
Speer serves as first vice-presKentucky Music Teachers Associident/president-elect
to the Kenation.
Acreiaiicw
Teachers
etteky
Music
Iteht-at--will
viorkslibp
be
The
He holds the bachelor's
Murray State in the Doyle Fine
piano performance from
Arts Center and is free and open in
College, the master's
Louisiana
public.
to the
Speer is an associate professor degree in performance from Southat Western Kentucky University ern Illinois University-Edwardsville
where he has taught group piano, and the • doctorate in music edupiano pedagogy and accompany- cation from Louisiana State University. Former teachers include
ing since 1991.
Mary Ann Crump. Ruth SlenczynKeyWestern's
directs
He also
board Development Program for ska and Jack Guerry.•
For more information about the
pre-college students, which he
workshop, contact Eleanor Brown
established in 1993.
Speer performs frequently as an at 759-1389.

Murray State University representatives, including students, faculty and staff, recently traveled to
the annual Betsy Ross Foundation
Scholarship Barbecue, held at Paris
Landing State Park. This banquet is held to recognize the Murray State University
and University of Tennessee-Martin students who are recipients of
the different scholarships made
available through the Betsy Ross
Foundation.
, Dave Wilcox, founder and chairman of the board of Allegro Foods
in Paris, Tenn., funds many scholarships for students at Murray State
and UT-Martin through the Betsy
Ross Foundation.
The Betsy Ross Foundation was
established in 1992 in memory of
his wife who died in November
of 1985. The Betsy Ross Foundation
Rodeo Scholarships and the Betsy
Ross -Foundation Memorial Future
Fanners of America Scholarships
are two of the scholarship groups
that are awarded each year.
Wilcox also establishes a new
four-year scholarship each year at
the annual banquet in honor of
an outstanding Henry County citizen.
He selects this person based on
their community leadershil, and
career achievements. After the honoree is selected, he or she decides

12-Month Customized

Color Calendar
Bring us 12 of your favorite family photos, and
well print a large
11" x 17"calendar
*
— GREAT 47
just for you!
IFT IDEA!!!

opyPlus (270)753.4117
1301 Chestnut St,eet • Murray. KY 42071

Jeffrey Nevis, Kevil
S20 000 (ASH ROULETTE

Maureen Johnson Calvert City
S15 000 BINGO

Lester Downing, Morgonfield
SI 000 LOTTO KY

Buy, Lease, or Rent
a Tank & Get 1 Year
Guaranteed Gas Price
Lake Region Propane Gas, Inc.
31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011 • tollfree 800-354-8050

Mary Noet Madisonville
S2,700 PICK 4

Elinor Garrett, Drakesboro
51 000 CASINO ACTION

Scott Powell Dawson Springs
Si 000 CASINO ACTION

Hand held gas blower from
STIHL - light and powerful,
the BG 75 cons ens easily to a
vacuum.

This electric blower from k
STIHL is powerful. r
lightweight and easy to use.

Murray Home 6 Auto Outdoor Division
Chestnut St.• Murray•753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

the field of study and the guidelines for the scholarship recipients
at MSU and UT-Martin.
This year's honoree is Judge
Hensel McCadams, of Paris, Tenn.
McCadams is the General Sessions
and Juvenile Judge of Henry County, Paris, Tenn.
The four-year scholarship in
Judge McCadams' honor will be
awarded for the 2000-01 academic year. Interested students should
contact the university scholarship
office at (270) 762-3165.
For more information on the
Betsy Ross Foundation Scholarships
or on establishing a named endowed
scholarship at Murray State University, contact Leigh Perry by
phone at (270) 762-3131 or (800)
758-8510, or by e-mail at
leigh.perry@murraystate.edu.

MSU delegates
elected to hold
state KAHO offices
Two Murray State University
delegates, Terry Burgess, coordinator of resident services for the
office of housing and residence
life, and Jessica Cumba, resident
director of Hart College, were
recently elected to hold state offices
for the upcoming year in the Kentucky Association of Housing Officers at the annual KAHO conference in Louisville.
The Kentucky Association of
Housing Officers exists to provide
opportunities for personal and professional growth for college and
university housing and residence
life officers within the state of
Kentucky.
Burgess was chosen as the president-elect, a three-year commitment that will automatically make
him president after one year.
His duties will include representing KAHO on all occasions.
presiding over all meetings and
the annual conference and identifying those institutions that are
interested in hosting the annual
conference. Burgess has previously held many offices within the
organization. Cumba was elected to the position of graduate student representative. Her duties will include representing students currently enrolled
in graduate and post-graduate programs, building and developing
graduate student participation within _the KAHO organization, contacting other graduate students in
the state who are working in the
housing field and coordinating the
communications efforts between the
graduate students and the organization.

Great American
Smoke-Out to take
place Nov. 18
Smoking is one of the most
preventable causes of death in the
United States. According to statistics from the American Cancer
Society, 32 percent of Kentucky
.ians are smokers which is higher
than the 22 percent prevalence rate
of smoking in the United States.
Murray Calloway County Hospital would like to remind you
that Nov. 18 is the Great American Smoke-Out. Commit to quit
for the day and for life.
The Cooper-Clayton Smoking
Cessation Program is offered at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
to help you to quit fo'r life. This
I2-week program uses behavior
modification in conjunction with the
nicotine patch or the nicotine gum.
The next Cooper-Clayton Smoking Cessation Program begins Jan.
6. Preregistration is required. For
more information-or to register.
call Elizabeth Hyde, R.N. at (270)
762-1394 or 1-800-342-6224.
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We know sometimes you have
trouble getting away from the office
or leaving the house during the day
for your doctor's appointment.
That's why Primary Care Medical
Center has AFTER HOURS. With
extended office hours, you can see a
doctor for urgent care...or take
advantage of the convenience for
medical care ranging from an annu-

al physical to a routine gynecological
checkup.
With six physicigns representing
specialties in family practice, internal medicine and pediatrics, we provide treatment for patients of all
ages.
Walk-ins welcome, or you can
schedule an appointment by calling
(270) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122.
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Robert Hughes, M.D.
Joyce Hughes, M.D.
Hollis Clark, M.D.

Marsha Adams,PA-C
Lisa Buford, PA-C

Suite 480W • Medical Arts Building • 300 South 8th Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Clifty Farms Whole

Grade A Frozen

Country Ham

Turkey Breast

Yarn Patties
$ 29

1

Smoked
Ham
$1 99

$1 29
Sliced Free

Lb

I

9!
2

Sirloin Tip
Roast
$ 1 99
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Chocolate
Chips

Peas

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mr. Pibb, Mello Yello

Buy 3 Cans of Sweet Sue

Stokley Corn, Green Beans, Peas

Gold Medal Plain or Self-Rising

14.5 oz Chicken Broth, and get one

Vegetables
epees 0, -0, 00
ManJted4rer s coupon
Redeem as Owen s CONSUMER NM one per
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Philadelphia Brand

Cream Cheese

8 oz 99°

Coke, Diet Coke, Mr. Pit Mello Yello

Cat. Free Coke

12 ok. $2
99

Chinet Dinner or Compartment

Plates
Martha White

Corn Meal

12-25 ct.

2/$4
$1 39

Kraft Deluxe or Velyeeta

Shells & Cheese

10-14 oz.

3/$5

Coke, Diet Coke,
6 pk. 1/2 Liter 2/$5
Sprite

n it A

Tropicana Pure Premium

Orange Juice

64 oz. Z/'4

Cool Whip

Topping
Maxwell House

Coffee

11

Ocean Spray

5 lb.

"

Campbells Cream of Mushroom, Chicken & CeierY /9

Soups
Land

10.7 oz.

Chex Cerealizia oz, 2/$5
Rose Acre Grade A Large

Df Loe.s

Butter Quarters

Big G

1 lb. $269

Eggs

Ph.o.d.ur2
Owen's Best
Turkey Dinner

Owen's Best
Boneless

12-148 Baked Turkey.
3 qt. Green Beans,
3 qt. Dressing,
1 qt. Giblet Gravy.
1 Pt Owen's Famous
Cranberry Relish
Feeds 15 People

NI Baked Ham
$ AILL:)
29
Owen's Best
7,0g a Lemon Pepper

Owen's Best
Store Baked

Pork Loin Pecan Pies
$ A 99- c89
Lb.

‘if38 Oz

Order Your
Pit Baked
Ham,
Smoked,
Baked or
Deep Fried
Turkeys!

8 Lb. Bag
Florida Naval

Oranges
$399

1 dozen59
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WKMS to host
forum on endof-life issues
WKMS
hosting- a—public
forum on topics associated with
the end of life from 4 to 5:30
p.m.. Nov. 22, in the Community
Room of the Calloway County
Public Library.
Community members are invited to share their views on such
issues as caregiver stress, choosing 'a marsing home, living wills,
social isolation associated with terminal illness and aging, spirituality and other topics that challenge
those facing the end of their own
lives and/or those who are providing
care for terminally ill patients of
any age.
WKMS has been invited to submit a proposal to the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation for a grant to
fund programming on community
health care issues associated with
the End of Life.
Grants will be awarded to Public Radio stations that propose
projects that will have lasting positive consequences for both communities arid broadcasters.
The purpose of the forum is to
gather information from community members that will help outline top-priority topics for public
service radio programming on
WKMS.
According to Kate Lochte,
WKMS station manager, "Statistically, west Kentucky is getting older
than the rest of the state. WKMS
is seeking the opportunity to partner with the Murray State department of nursing and the community to develop useful programming that addresses end of life
concerns.
"This forum will serve as a
reality check for us to use in writing our grant proposal because we
want to affect useful change in
how we help each other grapple
with the end of life experience."
she said.
The forum will be facilitated
by Murray writer and consultant
Constance Alexander, who is also
an independent producer of radio.
The MSU nursing department
is also a partner in the grant writing project, and their involvement
will result in the development of
an interdisciplinary palliative care
curriculum for nursing students.
For more information, call
Lochte at 1-800-599-4737.

CCHS speech
team competes
in tournaments
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team competed at
two invitational tournaments this
past weekend.
Placing individually at the Western Kentucky Invitational Tournament were Ashley Lowe, first in
broadcasting and first in extemporaneous speaking; Joel Smith,
first in humorous interpretation:
and Scott Holbrook, third in
impromptu speaking.
Placing individually at the
Greenwood Invitational Tournament
were Ashley Lowe, first in broadcasting; Jennie Crawford and.Austin
Webb, fifth in duo interpretation;
Joel
Smith,second in humorous interpretation; Stephanie Craig, second
in oratorical declamation; and Brent
Burchett, fifth in dtorytelling.
Those contributing to sweepstakes points, but not placing individually were Jim Donelson, Gary
Mathis, Alli Hillard, Tera Rica
Murdock, Sandra Thompson, Sarah
Thompson,Crystal Thompson, Elizabeth Dandeneau, Nicole Erwin.
Catlin Bogard, Louis Ernestberger, Jennifer Massengill, Kayla Henson, Kera Henson, Shavonne Bass
and Erin Farrell.
The team is coached by Paige
Patterson, Erica Hulse, Mark
French, Amanda Tuggle and
Michael Burkeen

VISA, MASTERCARD,DISCOVER
FOODSTAMPS,& WIC ACCEPTED
V.E RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

623 South 4th St.• Murray
270-759-1144 • Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Prices Good
Wed., Nov. 17
thru
Wed., Nov. 24

TIME OF HIS LIFE...Former Greater Miami YMCA CEO Adrian
Moody, who will be the keynote speaker at this year's YMCA
Community Prayer Breakfast Nov. 18, surrounds himself with
children. The breakfast will be held at the Murray Woman's
Club from 7 to 8 am.

Foundation introduces
new Arbor Day program
The National Arbor Day Foundation is introducing a program
that helps replant national forests
while letting peofile commemorate
important events with the gift of
trees.
Through the Trees In Celebration -program, 10 trees will be
planted in the Targhee National
Forest for every $10 donated to
the Arbor Day Foundation.
The program is designed to reforest areas that have been destroyed
by fire, disease and other natural
causes. The Foundation will also
send a gift Ortificate to the person being honored or to the donor
for personal presentation.
"Trees In Celebration allows

people today to benefit the lives
of future generations," said John
Rosenow, president of The National Arbor Day Foundation.
Events commemorated can
include
birthdays,
weddings,
anniversaries, graduations, promotions, retirements, bar mitzvahs
and bat mitzvahs and holidays
Additional information is available by writing The National'Arbor
Day Foundation, Attn: Trees In
Celebration. 211 N. 12th St., Lincoln, Neb. 68508, or by calling
the Foundation at (402) 474-5555.
The Foundation is a nonprofit
education organization dedicated
to tree planting and environmental stewardship.

2 Liter
Bottle

Bush's Best Great Northern or

Pinto Beans

Pepsi, Mt. Dew
Diet Pepsi 6 Pk 16 oz Non-Returnable Btl.

2r

$5,00

Del Monte Chunk, Crushed Sliced or Tidbits

Pineapple

Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture •Accessories

753-1184 or 759-1776
We come to you

West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation announces
that it is making applications for a loan from the Rural Utilities
Services (RUS) that will provide for construction and upgrading of
approximately 1,408 kilometers (875 miles) of telephone lines and
service drops within the service area consisting of the following counties in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Calloway County - Kentucky
Carlisle County - Kentucky
Fulton County - Kentucky
Graves County - Kentucky
Hickman County - Kentucky
Marshall County - Kentucky
McCracken County - Kentucky
Henry County - Tennessee
This construction will consist of buried copper and fiber optic cables
along with remote electronic equipment.
Since buried cable is utilized throughout the entire system (18
exchanges) there is no adverse effect on the environment. All rightsof-ways will be restored immediately and. all efforts will be given to
retain the natural beauty of the area.
Additional information on the proposed construction may be obtained
from the Borrower's engineer, Central Associated Engineers,Inc., 446
East High Street, Lexington, Kentucky 40507-1930, or by calling telephone number(600)231-9831.
Comments on the environmental aspects ofthe proposed construction
should be submitted in writing to the Engineer at the above-listed
address within 30 days of publication of this notice. A copy of all comments received will be sent tot he Rural Utilities Service for their
independent evaluation.

Roundy's Self-Basting

Turkey
10-14 Lb.
Limit 1
With S10
Purchase

USDA.Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast
10000 Pure

Ground Chuck

ou agte invited to attend outt seventeenth annuaV

Fresh -Ocean Spray- Whole

Cranberries

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Hazel, KY
The Green Plain building is located approximately 1 mile off
of Highway 641 between Murray and Hazel on the corner of
the Green Plain and Murray Paris Roads.

November 19, 1.999
Beginning at 7:00 p.m.
Come join us as tve atl sing praises to'our
Heavenly Father!

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) — Fam- Civil Rights Museum.
DAYTONA BEACH. Fla. (AP)
FAA officials also said there
ily
members of Martin Luther King
Ray confessed shortly after
— An American Airlines pilot who were several other aircraft nearby.
Jr.
hope
a
trial
stemming
King's
from
slaying and was sentenced
a
buzzed his neighborhood in a BoeThe investigators also deterlawsuit they filed will bring out to 99 years in prison. He recanting jet earlier this year should mined there were at least 21 peonew details about the civil rights ed soon after pleading guilty, claimhave his pilot's license suspended ple aboard. mostly American Airleader's assassination.
ing he was set up by a 'smuggler
investigafederal
-six
-months,
for
line employees and- CpOt.
The family filed the wrongful he knew only as Raul. He died
tors said. guests. The fact that Johnson had
death lawsuit last year against Lloyd in ApitIN1998.
In making- the recommendation, passengers aboard resulted in anothJowers, who claimed on national
Authorities say Ray fired the
Federal Aviation Administration er violation: operating without a
television in 1993 that he hired fatal shot from a second-floor bathinvestigators said the agency should flight attendant.
King's killer — and it wasn't room window in a nearby buildcite Capt. Clifford Johnson for
At the time. American backed
James Earl Ray.. Jowers has since ing. Jowers owned a restaurant on
violating minimum altitude restricthe ground floor of the building.
refused to discuss his claim.
tions and "operating an aircraft in Johnson. who said the fly-by had
STUDENT OF THE WEEK...Josh Johnson, a sixth-grader at
been
advance
cleared
and
in
claimed
Authorities say they still are
A
jury
was
selected
to
hear
the
a careless or reckless manner.'
Calloway County Middle School, was selected Century 21 case Monday.
convinced Ray was the killer, and
according to documents released he didn't drop below 500 feet.
Regulations generally. prohibit Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM Student of the
that his fingerprints were on the
Monday.
"We just want all the evidence rifle they believe to be the murJohnson, 59! a pilot 1.1. ith Amer- flying below 1,000 feet in popu- Week. Josh is the son of Roger and Janet Johnson, 732 Rowland Road. Almo.
to be presented and speak for itself," der weapon.
ican for 33 years, v.:as delk ering lated areas.
Johnson
declined
an
Dexter King. son of the slain civil
FAA
invesBut Jowers has told the Kings
the new model Boeing 777 to Miami
rights leader, said told The Com- the fatal shot actually was fired
from Dallas on Feb. 16. On the tigator's invitation to respond to
the findings.
mercial Appeal on 'Monday. "And from a brushy area behind the
way, he swooped down several
"At
this
time
I
have
hopefully
(it will) bring our final, restaurant and that the shooter handnothing
times for :his neighbors at Spruce
to add that you probably don't
legal remedy to an end."
ed him the rifle moments after
Creek Fly-In, an aviation comalready know," Johnson wrote. "I
The jury was scheduled to begin the assassination. Jowers claims
Milnity With a private runway. The
cleared the event with everyone I
hearing testimony today. The trial he gave the rifle to an unidentineighbors had gathered along the
thought should be made aware of
is expected to last about two weeks. fied conspirator the next day.
runway to watch.
it. and at no time did anyone
Jowers has said he was paid
The King family has tried for
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - A and a staff member, her lawyer,
'People outside the neighborinform me of any additional respon- female cadet who
hearings
to
$100.000
get
Harpootlian,
court
on
years
their
to hire the killer, whom
Dick
said
Monday.
A
quit The Citadel
..
hood and others driving by thought
sibiItoes or what, if any, addi- after a semester
has settled her state official confirmed the settle- belief that the killing resulted from he refused to identify, as a favor
the- piano was i-rashin? The
FAA____Itonal steps- needed to be takerr."-- sexual
a conspiracy. not a lone gunman. to a now-deceased man._ who
harassment lawsuit against ment.
control tower at Daytona Beach
An attorney representing John- the school, a
former
settled
She
with
also
The lawsuit seeks unspecified allegedly had link's to organized
staff member and
International Airport received about
son has requested a conference two former
Amhaus
cadet'
Eric
for
from
damages
Jowers
and crime.
$35.000.
cadets
for
at
least
dozen
calls,
complaint
it
with the FAA to discuss the proHarpootlian said. He refused to "unknown coconspirators." Jury
Ray's confession was upheld
$135,000.
posed suspension. Johnson, whose
comment on any settlement with selection started Monday and the eight times by state and federal
license is otherwise unblemished,
The state-run military academy former cadet Nicholas Belcher.
trial is expected to last two weeks. courts, and a congressional comcould also appeal to the National paid $100,000 to settle Jeanie Men"Jeanie Mentavlos lost a year
King was felled by a rifle bul- mittee on assassinations also contransportation Safety Board.
tavlos' lawsuit against the school of her life, and while this cer- let in 1968 in Memphis while cluded he was the trigger man,
tainly doesn't totally compensate standing on the balcony of the though it said he may have had
her, it's a large step in the right Lorraine Motel, now the National help before or after the slaying.
direction," Harpoddian said.
Her suit against three cadets is
still pending.
Ms. Mentavlos claimed she was
shoved, . kicked and her clothes
were set on fire by fellow cadets.
Other cadets said the harassment
was no greater than what men
TIFFIN, Ohio (AP) — Students of rape. Each was released on
experience.
The settlement does not require at Heidelberg College say two $60,000 bond.
freshmen athletes bragged about
Calls seeking comment from
the school to admit liability.
The Citadel was an all-male videotaping themselves raping an Klingler at his parents home in
school until 1995, when Shannon unconscious woman and offered Circleville went unanswered Monday. There was no listing for Pixler
Faulkner was allowed to enroll. to show it to other students.
HOME DESCRIPTION
i A er Rebate
"They were proud of it," said in Defiance.
In 1996, Faulkner dropped out
Both have been expelled and
Sarah Smith, an 18-year-old fresh16x60 2 Bedroom 1 Bath
S22,275
after just a few days.
are
barred, from campus unless
man
from
Canton.
"I
talked to someAnother cadet who dropped out
16x80 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
S28.150
after a semester, Kim Messer, set- one who's seen it. They asked escorted.
The alleged attack occurred late
tled her lawsuit against the school them if they wanted to watch it."
16x80 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
S28.550
Wednesday
and early Thursday
Nicholas
Klingler, 19, a linelast year for $33,750.
morning,
police
detective Ron
backer
on
the
football
team,
and
became
Nancy
Mace
the
first
14x70 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
S24,150
female graduate of the Citadel in Nelson Pixler, 18, a wrestler, were Green said. The videotape was
16x80 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
charged Friday with three counts found in a police search later that
S29,950
- S2.000
NI
day, he said.
28x80 4 Bedroom 2 Bath
S59.500
- S5,250
The victim, an I8-year-old Bowling Green State University stu40x64 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
S65,000
- S2.250
dent, was visiting other friends on
campus and didn't know the two
28x48 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
S39.250
- S2.000
men, police said.
She told authorities that she
28x74 3 Bedroom 3 Bath
S58.250
- S4.000
had been drinking at a party and
28x56 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
- $2,000
S43.250
went into a friend's room to sleep.
The victim told police she did not
consent to any sexual activity.
• New unit sales • Seruice for most brands • Bags for most brands
"She doesn't remember anyDelivery & Set Up
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity
thing,"
police Lt. Michelle Craig
Central NC•Skirting
said Monday. "It wasn't date rape."
209
•
753-5341
S.
3rd
St.
Refrigerator
Stove &
Police said they were investi:
*No Dealers Please!
*Rebate Good Through Jan. 3. 2000
Footers (Doublewide Only)
gating whether any others were
involved or knew about the alleged
rape, but would not discuss details.
Students who saw the videotape
went to school officials, who called
police.
Computer
Computer
Complete
Systems
Modem
Upgrades • Cable
Installation
*5% Down Payment No Money Down With Land Trade Ins Welcome 'With Approved Credit
"This is a very tightly knit com• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-up
munity,"
said
Heidelberg
Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)
spokesman Jamie Abel. "EveryExclusive Fleetwood Dealer
body feels somewhat violated."
Heidelberg officials said there
Hwy. 79 N. • Paris • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
is a heightened awareness among
OgeSounce
7Veaceut Reset-4(49a
the university's 1,700 students.
OffeSewtee
you't co..oquai•e9 geed4.
Heidelberg is a private- liberal arts
school in a largely rural part of
Ohio 80 miles north of Columbus.
Students sitting in a courtyard
outside the dormitory where the
alleged attack took place were on
edge even though the suspects had
been arrested.
"The problem is that it's people we know," said Bethany Drawbridge, an 18-year-old freshman
from Columbus. "I came here to
to
be safe. It makes me wonder who
you can trust."

SUBSCRIBE

Athletes may have
videotaped rape

S20,450
S26,150
S26,050
$22,150
$27,450
$54,250
$62,750
$37,250
$54,250
$41,250

Large Inventory of
Residential & Commerical

WON'T
LAST
LONG!

SAVE
THOU$AND$

New, Used & Repossessed Homes
— Includes Set-Up & Delivery

.41W-

KEITH BAKER HOMES INC

211 Maple Street, Murray,KY 42071 • 759-1111

eo„oxaesc9., 07". -

Sometime I think a woman spends her whole life taking care of others.
Since Jim's been in the hospital. I feel like I've been living for two people.
Now that he's coming home. I'm goins get some-help. When they asked
me who I wanted to supply the hospital bed and respiratory equipment.
I said,

"Holland Medical':

Holland Medical is accredited, and has 'round the clock service,
so I don't have to feel that I'm in this by myself
MURRAY
120 Max Hurt DriviMurray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
• Toll Free:
1.800.227.4125

PAD UCAll
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270-442.6311
Toll Free:
1.800.223.4947
Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

i'm still taking care of him, but at least for-the kind of help I need at home,
all I have tO do is say,

"Holland':

Accredited by the in,nt Commission
I lealtncare Organizations
on tne kcredird
%
- • I1
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Town grapples with football debate
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SANTA FE, Texas (AP) — To
many in this southeast Texas town,
the issue of prayer at high school
footbzell games is not about freedom of religion or even freedom
INNING
of speech.
141/• • • S7211.1 • • t
It's about freedom of choice.
"We've always been able to
decide when we pray," said Mayor
Robert Cheek. "Our city council
meetings open with a prayer. Our
football games have always opened
with a prayer. Our people believe
in that, and they don't like being
told they can't do that."
It is why school board officials
DONATION...Sportable Scoreboards recently wrapped up its have asked the U.S.
Supreme Court
first United Way fund-raising campaign. Sportable raised to overturn a lower court's ruling
over $6,000 and had a 95 percent employee participation banning student-led prayers over the
rate. Spoilable matched dollar for dollar the contributions public-address system at football
made from their generous employees. Those pictured above games. •
On Monday, the high court
(Stephanie Hassinen, Peter Cowan, Cindy O'Neil, Annette
agreed
to re-enter the emotional
Cowan, Andy Cowan, Tab Brockman and Scottie Patterson)
debate over school prayer.,A decipledged $250 or more.
sion is expected by late June.
The justices' last major schoolprayer ruling. in 1992, barred clergy-led prayers at public school
graduation ceremonies. The ruling
was viewed by many as a strong
affirmation of its 1962 decision banning organized, officially sponsored prayer om public school'
But a..y
later,,..the justices
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
had no legal effect but held per- let stand a federal appeals court
Attorney General Ben Chandler suasive value.
ruling in a Texas case that allowed
probably killed expanded gambling
Expanded gambling has been a student-led prayers at graduations.
as an issue for the General Assem- recurring issue as casinos pop up
That rultng, which also applies to
bly. if it was not dead already. on Kentucky's borders with IndiLouisiana and Mississippi. consome legislators say.
ana, Illinois and Missouri. The
flicts with a federal court deciChandler on Monday issued an casinos are perceived as threats to
sion barring student-led graduation
advisory opinion that it would take Kentucky horse racing tracks and
prayers in nine Western states.
a constitutional amendment for the to the' lottery itself.
And now ground zero is Santa
Kentucky Lottery to branch into
Gov. Paul Patton, without specifFe. a predominately Christian comically proposing it, said Kentucky
electronic casino games.
munity of 10,000 about 50 miles
Without it, the lottery remains should consider countering with
of Houston.
southwest
limited to the scratch-off games its own casinos.
1995, four students and their
In
The Kentucky Lottery Corp. has
and on-line drawings it has offered
raised the idea of installing video
since its creation, Chandler said.
Sen. David Williams, who is lottery terminals — VLTs — at
expected to be elected Senate pres- race tracks. It estimated in 1996
ident in January, said the attorney that 5,600 VLTs would bring S200
general's opinion "effectively million to $300 million a year.
removes this issue from consider- The money would be divided
between the state and the tracks.
ation during the 2000 session."
VLTs are electronic machines
A Democrat often identified with
that
replicate poker, blackjack,
the issue of expanded gambling.
Sen.
Tim
Shaughnessy
of bingo, keno and other games of
Louisville, said it already was chance. Chandler said he believes
VLTs are slot machines..
dead.
"We don't believe the people
"We've decided this is an issue
that is not going to sell with the of Kentucky intended to have slot
people of Kentucky, and I didn't machines in every gas station and
Southern Farm Sweat' Life Insurance
need an attorney general's opin- convenience store." he said.
Company offers Flex II. a Flexible
Buford. a Republican, said he
ion to tell me that," Shaughnessy
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
opposes
casinos
but
suspected
the
said.
(Iodic as well as single premiums Your
3ntributions less any applicable mainteKentucky's 1891 constitution lottery. did. in fact, have legal
nance fees, accumulate wealth for the
prohibited lotteries generally. The authority to allow VLTs at cur
future Early surrender charges apply
rent
lottery
outlets,
not
just
at
tact:
ban held for 97 years. Then voters in 1988 ratified an amendment tracks.
Lottery spokesman Rick Redman
to. allow a state lottery.
Chandler said that was a "nar- declined comment on the attorney
row exception" that gave the lot- general's opinion. But he said the
tery-no-authority to go beyond its lottery "never had any intention
of trying to implement anything
traditional games.
The opinion, requested by state without the guidance of the poliSen. Tom Buford of Nicholasville. cymakers in Frankfort."
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parents sued the Santa Fe Independent School District, seeking
to end student-led prayers over
the public-address system at home
football games.
A federal judge allowed the
prayers at football games if students were told to keep them "nonsectarian and non-proselytizing."
But a three-judge panel of the 5th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed the ruling, saying student-led prayers at high school
football games are always out of
bounds.
Interest in the issue in Santa
Fe was renewed three months ago
when senior Marian Lynn Ward
led a prayer before the season-

opening football game. Many stu- cognizant of the many intricacies
dents have supporteil Miss Ward. of the case," he said. "Their interbut some are less ttn thrilled to est in it is minimal at best."
be standard-bearers for the right
Amber Mayeux, a 15-year-oldto public prayer.
freshman, is part of that group.
"1 think she should have just
"I really don't care," she said.
kept to her own business," soph- "If they want to hive prayer. I
omore Robin Robinson said. "It don't mind. I'm either way."
caused a lot of problems ... fightMiss Ward's father. Pastor Bob
ing and arguing at school, with Ward of Santa Fe Baptist Church,
the kickers and gangs and athe- can only guess why the town has
ists taking sides."
became the focus of the national
Principal Gary Causey, howev- debate.
er, said he knew of no serious
"I don't want to sound too mysfriction between students', saying tical or spiritual," he said.
"but
a majority couldn't care less about
The topic.
the only thing 1 know of, espe"I think for the most part the cially with reference to my daughstudents aren't too aware or too ter, is the providential hand of God."

-WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
_

RALPH C EDRINGTON, President
EUGENE CHANEY, Vice President
JEWELL CONNER. Seey Treas.
MICHAEL L ALDERICE Manager

P.O. Box 589
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066

(270) 247-1321
(270) 753-5012
(270) 527-1307
LL
(270) 628-3431
FAX:(270) 247-8496

Important Information concerning your generator:
Any generator connection on WKRECC must have a DOUBLE
POLE, DOUBLE THROW SWITCH so that voltage from a generator, during a power outage, is isolated from utility company
voltage. This is required by the National Electrical Code.
Without this protection, electrical workers could be injured or
more severe — electrocuted.
Lack of compliance could resulted in unlimited liability against
the consumer. Our main concern, however, remains the safety
of all parties involved in the quality delivery of electrical service.
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION

2000 Chevrolet S10 Pickup
st.# 00062 A/C,LS,Cassette, Aluminum Wheels, Much More
,
=
,
P•r\-517314* + tax
*GMAC smartlease with approved credit. 36 month,36,000 mile closedend lease-$397.38 due at lease signing, includes 1st month payment,
license, title and county tax.

2000 Chevrolet Prizm
St. #00043 A/C,Auto Transmission, AM/FM Cassette, Much More

*GMAC smartlease with approved credit. 36 month,36,000 mile closedend lease-$426.89 due at lease signing, includes 1st month payment,
license, title and county tax.

2000 Chevrolet Silverado Ext. Cab
St. # 00113 P/W,P/L,Tilt, Cruise, CD Player, Much More

*GMAC Smartlease with approved credit. 36 month,36,000 mile closedend lease-$1,562.70 due at lease signing (cash or trade), includes $1,000
down payment, 1st month payment,license, title and county tax.
- Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"
206 F. \lain St.• NIttrra
753-3361

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

•

•
•
•
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Line Ads Se 00 minimum Ist day 64 per word per day for tab addmonal snou{,
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Ad Deadlines

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch, 60c-i Discount 2nd Rip,4O Itiscount 3rd Run.
(AR
1.1 14101 Kaa...S La Per so•A
$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

•
w

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

clAsswwn tn RATEs
d.

•••••

Publish

010 Legal Notice

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

ed•

025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

010
Legal Notice

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment

YARD SALES

lx2 ad
S7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad

70 wd. max
1 insertion

S14.00

National Rates

330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

010
Legal Nohow-- ----

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
rst insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immedi.itely so corrections can be made.

260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent

CALL FOR INFORMATION

il/lerrtcory

060

Fr. 11 a.m
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical

Deadline Day & Time

onday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Just Say "Charge It"

, 020 Notice

2BR. 1
Realty 75

060
Help Warded

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks•In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

150
Kelp Wanted

Computers
For
Articie
Sa:

All stored items in storage unit 168 at Key
Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all charges for storage unit 168
are not paid in full on or before December 15,
1999. Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all items stored in unit 168. A
Sale date for said items stored in storage unit
168 will be posted at a later time.
020
Notice

Notice

•••

Guaranteed 5 years

HEARTLAND Shuttle,
Inc.
Daily shuttle service to
and from Nashville AirportCall early to make your
reservations...
before the holidays
270-554-7527

Monthly income
available!

WINDOWS & DOORS
Factory Direct

100% reinsured!

Remodeling?
New Construction?
Call PELLA
1-800-448-6217

TAX
DEFERRED

ANNUITY
6910
INTEREST.

100% investment
. grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal.

0000g,goo
Remembering
Dan Eberhard
Bring back full sunshine into my days,
Let the sunshine I
once knew;
Erase all the dark
and stormy clouds,
Replace them with
skies of blue.
Bring
back
full
laughter into my life.
Again set my face aglow.
Take from the scene, this earthly scene,
each ever-present woe.
Bring back the bappiness into my heart.
Amidst life's hurtftil scars,
Keep from my thoughts all sad things
and purify my heart.
Full sunshine, laughter and happiness.
How swiftly they're snatched away!
But there'll always be a remnant left.
If Dan were here today!
Love, Judy

060

060
Help Wanted

McConnell
Insurance, Inc.

Help Wanted

Personals

FOOD BUYER, Food
MALE, late fifties, seeking
Services. Murray State
HEROES WANTED
emale about the same
University. Position to
753-4199
High School Juniors,
age. Respond to P.O.Box
begin December 1999.
Seniors, Grads and Prior
297, Hardin, Ky 42048.
QUALIFICATIONS:
ALMO Country Store
Service Veterans!
SINGLE. tired of being Bachelor's degree and
& CrawfordS BBO
alone? Meet available, three to five years experi- • FREE College Tuition
Crawford's BBO has Old
high
quality
singles ence in food buying for a
plus up to $600 a Mont',
Fashion Hickory Smoked
Heartland Connections. 1- large institutional environ- 'Career Training
BBO. We have Pork BBO,
800-879-7385
ment: college, university, • Bonus up to $300C
Chickens. Tenderloin, Pork
restaurant, military, etc. 'Part-Time Work
-Chops. Ribs available
required. Strong computer
Friday & Sat only
CALL 1-800-GO-GUARD
Financial
and interpersonal skills a
intersection 1824 & 464
or visit
must. Individual must be
Open 7 days a week until DEBT Problem? We
www1800goguard
can able to work with
a wide
.Christmas 753-1934. M-F help ' with
Ky National Guard
Bankruptcy. array of people
from varied
earre6pm Sat 6am-5pm. Mortgages Business
,
& backgrounds.
Certified
LICENSED PRACTICAL
Sun 10am-5pm
Consolidation Loans Call Purchasin
g
Manager
NURSE
ALTERATIONS
toll free 1-877-392-1641 (CPM)
preferred.
Full time; 3-11 shift &
Ruth s See & Sew
Good or bad credit we RESPONSIBILITI
ES: PRN; 3-11 or 11-Sat/Sun753-6981
have a solution
Procurement of assigned
Every other weekend
BETH S New & Tied()
goods
and
services;
Contact:
060
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Determines specifications.
Kristy Weaver, RN 4
Wanted
Help
Anytime'
solicits bids or proposals.
762-1591
establishe
s or recomor pick up application at:
FREE Pregnancy
DRIVERS/OTR Paid time
mends establishment of
WestView Nusnng Home
home! Receive bonuses
Tests Life House
orders and contracts and
1401 South 16th St.
up to 52.300 the first year.
-7 5341700.
authorizes and assures
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Competitive pay & bene- receipt
of goods and servMACHINE Quilting. Full fits, conventional tractors.
MEDICAL Office Position
ices; Supervises two to
1 Full Time, 1 Part Time
size
531 50.
Murray Call Jolliff Trans.
three student workers
Sewing Center 759-8400.
Computer and typing skills
1-800-873-5653,
APPLICATION
DEAD- required Prior
office expeM-F 8-6PM.
LINE: November 19, 1999.
rience preferred Please
ESTABLISHED
Murray TO APPLY: Send letter of
specify which position you
business seeks outgoing application, resume and
are applying for. Send
keeping 'it's
person for office work
names of three professionresumes to:
tanning bed...
Send resume to 1203-B al references to: William
P.O Box 1040-C
Ury, Union City, Tn 38261
Benriter, Director of Food
Murray, KY 42071
TANNING
Services, Murray State
FT worker needed at Tiny
University, 101 Curtis NAT'L Market Research
SPECIAL
Hearts Daycare. Must be
Center, Murray, KY 42071. Company. Seeks individuuntil Dec. 31st
18yrs of age or older. Must
als to elevate service at
Equal
Education
and
have a high school diploma
retail establishments. Call
1IOMin. s20.00
employment opportunity,
or GED. Must be willing to
1-800-969-8477 or apply at
M/F/D, AA employer
NEW BULBS!!
meet all state and business
HIFANZIMMEDTATELYT WWW BESTMARK COM Or via
fax 612-922-0237 or send
requirements. come by
615D South 12th
An aggressive, booming
1610 Ryan Ave. for an
to BestMark, 4915W. 35th
company is expanding rap753-1682
application.
St, STE 206, MPLS. MN
.
severidly in this area with
55416.
al sales position openings.
Company paid training. NOW Hiring waitress &
LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE
Exceptional benefit pack- dancers at the Foxy Lady
Paris. TN. No experience
IS NOT JUST FOR
age
Leads provided.
Manageme
potential needed. $500 week, guarnt
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
based on merit. Join a win- antee for Dancers
ning team! Enjoy a fun NOW taking applications
Our new L.T.C. policies pay for care in a
with
career
unlimited for assistant management
Nursing
Home, Assisted
Living
potential.
income
For a Must be clean and neat in
Facilities or even in the comfort of your
personal interview, please appearance Apply in perOwn Home. Also, even a family memcall Linda lrvan 270-345- son at D&T foods 623 S
ber, not currently living with you, may
4th St , Murray Ask to
2801. 7.00- 900 PM
be able to provide the care.
speak to Frank only
,•
.
Murray. KY

Kut N Kurl

,

41
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Everyone would rather stay at home if
possible and now these policies may pay
for such care.
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE-

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY,INC.

POSITION
FILLED

CLASSIFIED

DRIVERS
SAY GOOD BYE TO YOUR BOSS!
NOW YOU CAN BE AN OWNER
OPERATOR WITH NO MONEY DOWN!
1997-1999 FREIGHTLINER CONDO
100% NO TOUCH FREIGHT

7534199-61.1-800-455-4199

• SLOW AND POOR CREDIT OK!
EARN UP TO SLOW-A Wk. OR MORE'
DO YOU NEED Atin,15 DATC131.1'R MN I s,

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

WE HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS MORE THAN
26 YRS CALL 1-800-253-3047

WANTED: Hard worker to
do roofing labor. Work
temp work....
full time
489-6125
WANTED: middle aged
lady to stay with 66 yr old
lady. Share expenses,
must drive. Call 489-2602

WENDY'S

MANAGERS & ASSISTANT
MANAGERS

•40+ Stores
•Vinually unlimited
income potential
'Incentives for Store
Managers
*A clear track to total P&L
responsibility
•401(10 program
•Competitive starting
salary
•Liberal medical and dental coverage
*Vacations
*Fully paid training program
•Tuition reimbursement
Contact:
Randy Heathcott
Wendy's
111 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
nice Mail: 270-210-2520
EOE

SEASONAL Laborer, men
or women Day shift only.
7-4pm. Apply at RDS. 1909
Melvin
Henley
Blvd.
Murray.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime salad bar
attendant
&
daytime
cashier: Also - night time
dishwashers Please apply
in person. located in BetAir Shopping Center
TIRED of working for a
company where you're just
a number? Elite trucking
services is seeking OTR
(some local work also) drivers Drive nice well maintained conventional trucks
270-435-4232
TRUCK DRIVER
'TRAINING
Don't get caught up in the
hype,
At West Kentucky

& Childcare
EXPERIENCED
House
Cleaning.
Reasonable
Rates. 492-6267.
HAVE opening for large or
small house to clean Two
ladies-EXP/REF
Call 436-6183
NEEDED: Someone to
provide after school care in
our home The hours will
be 3-6pm, M-F Please call
759-8621 if interested.
Leave a message.
NOW Is the time to make
your home shine Call
759-9439 for dependable
house
cleaning
Decorating help & party
clean up available
100

1 ROOM Office Space
Utilities included. $150
753-7921.
Computers

& White Feather Lodges.
Dance teams from
Ho- Non- Wa & Chief
Paduke needed, camps
from Gunther Hogg,
Echo River.Digadurai.
Pakentuck & Tag- A- Tay &
others. Send Xerox
copies to Guy Hatfield.
Box 660 Irvine, KY 40336.
Fax 606-723-5509.
Call 800-678-5161.
CVTO KIH.NET
USED frost free refrigerator. Used carpeting, gas
wall furnace. Used air conditioners. Electric range.
Lawnmowers & lumber_
Storm windows. 753-4109

FOR Rent or Sale: 2BR,
2 bath. 16'x60' in country.
5 miles from Murray Court
House. On Paved road.
901-782-3245.
HAZEL 2Br. 492-8526
NICE, 3br 5 miles South of
Murray 492-8488
ON private lot, 7 miles east
of Murray. Call Linzy
Beane residence 4362582.
TRAILER In Country.
$250. month plus deposit.
References required. Call
474-8056.
285

Mobile Home Lola For Rent
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities, offer
City Police and' Fire
Protection Lots with City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished. $95.
753-3855.
LOT for rent. 492-8488.

Business Rentals

FOR RENT

Rusted

1,000 sq. ft.
Office/Retail

MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray.
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
Picks, etc. Hours:
10am- 6pm_ Mon- Fri.
9am- 3pm Sat.
PIANO FOR SALE!
Take on low monthly payments. Beautiful console
piano No money down
1-800-371-1220
UPRIGHT piano $500 or
best otter. 435-4190

Country Sq.
1608 121 N • 753-5690

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
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Mobile Homes For Sale

150
Articles
For Sale
COMPUTER with monito
& keyboard Various pro
grams & books included
$300 New washer & dryer
Used less than lyr $500
753-5884 after 4
FIREPLACE Insert. With
Blowers. Excellent condition. Hot Point refrigerator
753-2247

On-site Commercia! & Residential

Computer Consulting
Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training • Networking
• Programming

12X60 MARRIOTT 2br. off
HWY
280.
Recently
remodeled. New water
heater. Includes stove,
refrigerator, heat & air.
$5900. 759-4231.
15 ACRES with 3br,
2 bath Mobile Home
for sale. In'Kirksey. KY
270-898-4646.
Call after 5pm.
28X70 doublewide and lot
Call 474-2320
4 lots 120ft/200ft. 1997
16x70
mobile
home,
garage. & other out buildings. Coleman RE 7594118. Also 12x65 rent to
own.

1 & 2br apts. Starting at
$220 per month. 11/2 miles
from MSU. Some utilities
paid. Washers & dryers on
premises. No pets 7679037.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d,
available
now.
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR. duplex apt. Very
clean.
nice
area.
Appliances furnished. Call
753-8588.

Sectio
accept'
1, 2
Pleas
EHO
340

2BR
larg
$350
52728R, 1
Stove.
Gas
plus
please
Murra

Business On A Budget?

John R. Laffoon

itioli?agt $41141165

(270) 759-0431

SAVE $20 with this 2x2 consistency
ad in classifieds every day for a month for
only $185 and Shopper. 2nd month $195.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!
PROFIT SHARING!

Technical College
our graduates are
FREE AGENTS who can
choose the company that
suits their needs'
Train in
Mayfield. Kentucky'
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT
(270) 744-8866
EEEO M/F/D
OWN A Computer?
Put It To Work?
$25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
888-834-8662
www dallycashflow com

Call

JAKEL INC. is continuing to expand it's
work force in Murray, Ky. We have full time
positions with medical benefits available.
Work hours are 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958...

Overtime will be required. If you are interested in earning a competitive wage that
rewards performance, receiving paid vacations, holidays, and participating in the company's growth and profitability then you owe
it to yourself to check us out. Apply in person
at:

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

JAKEL,INC.
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

CLASSIFIED

753-1 916 For Details
Otter ends 1130(99

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
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2BR, 2 bath furnished
Mobile Home. In Grogan's
trailer park. $325/ month +
1 month deposit. Call
436-6118_

LARGE oak glider rocker,
COMPUTER PLACE.
deep freezer, & soloftex
New Hardware & Software
759-3366
Upgrades &
Little Tyke boat with cover.
Free Estimates
$65 Two, 3ft stuffed aniInternet Service
mals by Applause. Minnie
Seuth On Route 121.
Mouse
& Tweety. $65.
436-5983.
each. 489-2699.
Store Hours- 9a m -7p m
MOVING sale- Amana
Mon-Sat
B&C NOW
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted refrigerator, Maytag washHIRING
er & dryer, matching sofa
MOM COMPUTERS
set, sleep sofa, liquor cabiASST. MGRS.&
ON SITE,SERVICE
net, Fuji bicycles & many
New Computer Systems
CASHIERS
other items. Martin Hghts.
Parts Upgrades Installs
Sub. Call 753-5949.
For Murphy USA
Hardware and Software
WEIGHT Bench with
Kiosk gas station in
Internet Setup
barbell set $50.
Wal-Mart Super
759-3556
Roll top desk $110.
Center parking lot.
Teak China Cabinet $300.
Looking for assertive
Refrig. (freezer inoperaindividuals with
tive) $25.
CASH paid for good, used 90' TV Antenna
basic math skills.
$50.
rifles, shotguns, and pis- 753-4882
Excellent starting
tols. Benson Sporting
salary & benefits.
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Please apply in
Murray.
APPIlawird
person between
FURNITURE (Antique or
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
GE Heavy Duty
Primitive), Collectables,
Washer & Dryer. $250
'and other antiques, 1 piece
EOE
767-0912, after 5 30pm
or all. Call 753-3633.
Drug free workplace
160
OLD Log House or log
070
Rome furnishings
barn. To be dismantled &
moved. 830-997-8161.
Position Wanted
COUCH
like
new
TOP Cash paid for old
Purchased at Thurman.
boy
scout
patches
&
DEPENDABLE Structured
Cream background with
neckerchief. Seeking old
activities. Nights & weekpastel with flowers, pink,
order of the arrow items.
ends available Openings
orchid
and
green.
(Most have W.W.W on
for all ages. 767-9349.
$300
753-9630.
them) Especially WAPITI

Grow With Us
Opportunity is knocking can you answer the challenge? If you have management experience and
want an opportunity where
your future is truly unlimited, we may have an opportunity for you. We promote
from within and are looking for individuals to
develop to multi-unit
responsibility.

OWN a computer? Put it to
work! $25-$75 per hour.
Call 1-800-705-3438 ext. 8
or www home-biz.com.
PART Time Insurance
Clerk for medical office.
Experience with Medicare/
Third Party billing required.
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box 1040-A
Murray, KY 42071.
REGISTRATION CLERKFull
time.
benefits.
Associate degree, three
years office experience.
Training and experience
with databases, word processing and data interpretation required. Microsoft
Office and Excel preferred.
Must possess skills in
organization,
accuracy,
logic, retaining details, juggling responsibilities and
excellent communication
skills. Keyboarding test
required. Salary $7.36 per
hour. Apply at Human
Resources, Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall, Murray. KY 420713312. An EEO. M/F/D, AA
employer.

KELLERS
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Yard Sal.
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Ca 2BR 2 bath Call Mur-Cal
753-4444
Realty 753-4444
2BR house on Kirksey
universinear
duplex
2BR.
Hwy References, no pets
ty, quiet neighborhood.,
in house
Call Joyce
stove refrigerator furUnderwood
898-2340
lease,
lyr.
pets
nished. No
deposit.
+
$300/mo
Available Dec .4th. Call
Storage Rentals
753-5421 after 4:30PM or
leave message.
40'X40' metal building,
gas heat.Located at
2BR duplex, central tVa,
furnished
406 Sunbury Circle
appliances
Call 436-2935
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
Water
upstairs.
2BR
included $285/mo plus
deposit 489-2296.
2BR, central gas ft/a, appliances furnished $300/mo.
Coleman RE,
119 Main • 753-6266
753-9898.
2BR. newly redecorated;
C-STORAGE
near hospital. References
10x15 storage units, 4th St
and deposit required No
& Sycamore E Next to
pets. 753-3415 or
Cunningham Auto Repair.
weekends
753-0409
753-3571
now.
Available
3BR
CREEKVIEW STORAGEfurnished,
Appliances
$20-$40 On Center Drive
C/-4/A. Coleman RE. 759Behind Tom's Grille
4118.
7594O81
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
Neon Beach
RE 759-4118
Mini-Storage
CLEAN, small 1Br., freshly
All Size Units
painted, near college,
Available
includes water. $250./mo.
104B Williams. 759-5534.
DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath
18021/2 B Monroe Ave.
MURRAY LOCK
$375. deposit 12 month
& STORE
lease. No pets! 753-8002.
Presently has units
DUPLEX, 2BR
1909B
available. 753-2905.
Westwood Dr Nice 7538002
HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
Center Sts, Hazel, KY is
now taking applications for
All Sizes Available
immediate
occupancy.
Call 492-8721 TDD#
1-800-247-2510.Equal
Housing Opportunity
storage
MAKE University Heights NORTHWOOD
Apts your home. "Now presently has units availAvailable" 1 & 2br rental able. 753-2905 or 753assisted apts These are 7536.
apts for families, disabled,
handicapped, senior citizens, wheel chair accessiPets &Supplies
ble. For more info call
270-759-2282. Mon. Wed
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734 AKC Doberman puppies
or sale. Born 10-13.
Campbell Street. For
Ready 12-1, but will hold til
hearing impaired only call
Equal Christmas. $200. Call in
1-800-247-2510.
Murray 519-8656.
Housing Opportunity,
MUR-CAL Apartments has AKC Golden Ret. puppies.
openings for 1 & 2br apts. 5 males. Ready Dec. 17th.
Rental assisted. Apply at will hold for Christmas.
902 Northwood Dr. Mon, $150. 270-759-9924 after
Wed & Fri. 759-4984. TDD 5PM or leave message.
Equal AKC Golden Retriever
888-662-2406.
per
$100
puppies.
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- puppy Call after 5PM 759. 4br house w/washer & 4009.
dryer, furnished, near AKC miniature Pinchers.
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main Red and blackAust. Some
stock.
St. 753-1252 before 5pm, breeding
required).
(References
753-0606 after 5pm.
Pets available, puppies.
-NICE 2BR. unfurnished
Call 901-593-0061 for
St.
apt. 921 N. 16th
pnces.
$300/mo + deposit. Call
DOG obedience classes or
436-5416.
private Serving Murray 17
NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2
years. 436-2858
equipped
Fully
bath.
Retriever Puppy.
GOLDEN
including
kitchen
4
Male,
months old
and
Washer
microwave.
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard Wormed & Shots $200
included. Call 474-8340_
maintenance

3-Family
Yard Sale
109 South 13th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 am - 5 pm (Fri.)
8 am - 12 pm (Sat.)
Household furnishings, children's
items, pottery,
weights.
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Security deposit and lease
No pets.
753-9240.
RED OAKS APTS.

REG. English Setter puppies. 'Tricky Dick" champion blood lines. $200. Call
270-247-5222.

2BR HOUSE. Carport,
large yard. 1005 Main.
$350 per month. Available
Jan 1, 2000. Call
527-3664. Benton, KY.
2BR, 1 Bath house for rent.
Stove, refrigerator, washer.
Gas heat. $350./ month
plus deposit, No pets
please' 4 Miles South of
Murray. Call 492-8566.

Livestock & Suppfies
1995 delta 30ft gooseneck
w/ full living quarters,
shower, toilet, etc., awning,
roofair 3 horse end load.
mid tack. $8,000.00 5278024.
HAY- horse and dairy quality in large rectangular
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg.
Pure alfalfa or alfalfagrass mix. 270-345-2800

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
0Mce Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

ils
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812 Whitnell
Bldgs. #B-77
& A-33
440
Lots For Safe
F you live in a late mode
mobile home and are rent
ing a lot, you can own you
own for about the same
price. Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
acre, prices $10,000 to
$12,000, includes water.
septic, and driveway. 10
min. north of Murray. Also
land/home packages av411able. Call 270-437-4838.
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits. Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.

AaseP

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract.
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please calf
270-441-2253.

HOME WARRANTY
GOES WITH THIS
ONE - Four bedroom
home in nice southwest
subdivision. Split living
areas for family privacy.
Just reduced, $127.500.
HORSE LOVERS
DREAM - Northwest
Calloway County, 17
acres fenced with five
stall barn and tack room.
1990 mobile home can be
purchased with property.
HARD TO FIND Affordable. 4 bedroom 2
bath home under $80,000.
Near town.
MINI-FARM - Northwest Calloway County, 9
acres with 3 BR,2-1/2 BA
brick, $119,000.

COLDweu.

BANKeR

Woods &Associates
414 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-1651
Each office independentl,
owned and operated

Read The Classifieds Daily!'

AUCTION
SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 20, 11 A.M.
60 Residential Building Lots
Shoffner Hills Estates
ALSO 49 Acres In Small Tracts
HENRY COUNTY,TENNESSEE
Directions: From Hwy. 79 Between Paris &
Paris Landing State Park: Take Antioch Rd.
East Two Miles to Port Rd.: Turn Toward The
Lakes; Go 1 Mile To Lake Hill Beach Estates
Rd. To Corner Of Property.

In the Heart of Resort & Recreational Area of
Paris Landing Close to Land Between the
Lakes. 5 Miles To Paris Landing. 3 Miles To
Buchanan Resort, and 1 Mile from the new 18
Hole Golf Course.
CITY WATER. ELECTRICITY, GAS.
CABLE,TELEPHONE
Owner Financing
Free Drawing for Color TV

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

I,
#
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at 'Et erwlav" Di,c,. , •
•Alorwalk •Stanley •Hooker
-Kimball •Universal •Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic •Basset -Kesler
"C... S., if I./
Downtown
Murray

14... R....
Free
Financing

REPO House & Lot. 4br. 2
bath. Located 3744 Dunbar
Road, New Concord. $600
down, no closing cost. Call
1-800-944-3751 ask for
Jeff,
UNDER Construction
Murray Area
3br, 2 full bath. 21/2 car
garage. 3/4 acre corner lot.
901-247-5648
470
Motorcycles &ATV's
1995 SUZUKI 650cc
"Harley look -a- like" only
3.400 miles. $3,000 firm
includes helmet/ cover.
753-9909.
YAMAHA 4- Zinger 60
4- wheeler 759-4131

1

psd
111 Utility Vehicles
4
-1

1985 CHEVY Blazer A
good clean car, $1850 WI
trade down 753-9302
1988 JEEP Cherokee
Laredo 4x4 New engine.
less than 9.000 miles, new
tires, radiator & shocks
$4500 obo 753-9786.
1991 CHEVY Suburban
Excellent condition Pnced
to sell 437-4062
767-9787
1996 WHITE Ford Explorer
XLT 4x4 Nice, Loaded
miles
Price
60,xxx
$15.000 Day- 753-5341,
Night- 767-9503

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Finished.
&
Installed
Workmanship.
Quality
Rates.
Affordable
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling. repairs, sidewalks,
etc. No lob too small.
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning out
cleaning
sheds, & iunk clean-up
436-2867
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

University Plaza
1203 Chestnut St.
(Next to Dennison-Hunt)
Short Term Lease w/Option
Available Jan. 1, 2000
(270) 753-8844 DAYS
(270) 753-9325 NIGHTS

•

-

-4114 4444.0
•

753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

Dish Network

d'sti

(IR

DirecTV

t

I ee Self Install ku

DIRECTV

www.woodsatellite.com

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

°
1
1
4
/Aka,/

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

Mark Prescott
General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specializing in small home

489-284

mcciaio
41,eeler-1
1#

•

LINCOLN (101111 MERCURY
US. Highwin
45 South

247-9300

Msnfield

1-800-874-0256

Kentuck,

DRIVE
FIVE TO For
Financing
Pre-Qualify Yourself
Bankruptcy. Repo, Slow Pay • No Problem'

I $500 Cash or Trade I/oun
2 SI 300 Gross Income
4 Proof of Insurance
,
Proof of Residence

\,lid Dm cr. License

Call Kenny at
1270)247-9300 ori800i 874-025(1

b Brothers
r- r
;
--Nr-L- Tree Service
1)
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
UCENSED & INSURED

Free Eaanarec

Tree Tnntnung

Cleanup Servt.,
fiedize Tr:nutting Full Inc ,e
24 Hr Sense

S'zierip

Tree

Paul Lamb

HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
JONES Body Shop still
serving Murray for over 28
years. Insurance work welcome. Free estimates
270-753-0706
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
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PAD INCLUDED
Subject to present
stock. We have what
we advertise.

LA
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Sales tax and installation is not included.
No coupons or other promotions accepted.

CERAMIC
TILE
Do A 12x12

,K,cLudES TiLE, THIN SET

•

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

18" Satellite
Systems

753-7407

14 759-1591

(270) 767-0062

s49.95

9900
From s1

By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
0, hardwood & laminated
floors.
Residential or
Commercial

•

Scott Lampkins

Free Estimates
1401 Garland CI
Murray, KY

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

Carpet Installation Inc.
3000 sq. ft. Building
Prime Retail Location

*VINYL SIDING
•ROOFS - STREAKED
•INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
•SIDEWALKS
•DRIVEWAYS
•VINYL FENCES

Highest
GUTTERS
Quality
Seamless
Aluminum Gutters, gutter
supplies and shutters
Vanety of colors Free estimates. Call West KY
Seamless Gutters, 7530278.
Roofing.
HANDYMAN,
Carpentry, Plumbing. Yard
Work, Porches & Decks
Any lob
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500

12

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed

Commercial & Residential

CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding. additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 Years experience , Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work. septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM
CLOSETS.
Epoxy covered wire shelving Free estimates
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery
270-753-4499
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding. homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Completely
Insured,
Mobile. Phone 502-7594734.
ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056

Global Mortgage Link

waipkins Pressure Cleaning

CHIM Chim
Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
10% SR Discount. Tracy
Manning. 435-4006.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions. garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
COMPLETE HOME
REPAIR
Specializing in Drywall.
Plaster,
Ceramic,
Concrete,
Fencing.
Flooring,
Carpentry,
Roofing. Doors
Water
Damage, Termite Damage,
Fire Damage Servicing
Most of Western KY. 24hr
Emergency Service Free
Estimates.
270-354-5138.

(sALEs

.

5.

1990 MAXIMA. Loaded
runs great. $4250 obo
759-1820.
1991 TAURUS. Need's
transmission. $1500. Call
753-1129. after 5pm.
1992 OLDS Achieva S.
Auto, P/L, Tilt, cruise
767-0912 after 5:30pm
88 Z24 Cavalier Gray, AC,
good tires. 436-6041 after
5PM. $1400.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ASPHALT paving new or
repair Also rock hauling of
all types 759-1039
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
CARPENTER.
Painter,
Handyman. Remodeling,
Repairs, Roofs Concrete &
more. Call 759-8034.
a-nd
CARPORTS for cars trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.

& GROUT
TAX a LABOR
NOT INCLUDED)

Crass)

RNI 40-

re

Neon Beach
Mini Storage

BANK REPOSSESSION - Duplex located at
402 South 6th Street.
Price reduced. Make an
offer. This one won't last!

1978 Jeep CJ7- new tires,
hardtop and doors go with
it Runs good Little rust
$3500 firm (270)7593949

Services 011wed

Services Offered

Ugly *blebs

3BR, 2 bath brick Central
gas EVA, fenced backyard
Immediate
possession
Low 60's 206 Woodlawn
759-9246
8 acres (+or-) on Hwy'80
near Ky. Lake with 3BR 1958 Chevy 4dr Bel Air.
brick house, nearly new Great restore vehicle. Little
rust. All new brake system.
gas heat & central air. Lqand $1,000 OBO. 270-759has small barn & couidI be 3949.
fenced for horses, Price
reduced
$67,900 1979 Buick Regal. 1 family
owner. New motor 10,000
#1630584 Call Sue Wynn,
miles, starts and runs
Park Avenue Properties great. $1500.
OBO
270-362-4224 or 527- (270)759-3949
7444.
AFFORDABLE HOME
of
Walking
distance
Post
Church,
Office,
Grocery, restaurant, beau- 1988 S-10 4wd. PS, PB
ty shop and good friends. CC, Tilt, AC. Sliding glass
3br, 2 bath. 1746 SQ. FT. auto, new tires, delay
Central gas heat, vinyl trim, wipers, tool box, bed mat.
den with fireplace. 801 Clean truck. $3500, obo.
767-9461
South 9th Street.
753-5561, 759-1610.
1993 NISSAN P/U. Bed
BRAND new 2000 model liner, AC. Call 759-4131
4BR/28
manufactured 1995 CHEVY Silvered°.
home on 10 ac. m/I Ext cab, CD player, tinted
$79,000. MLS 1120163. windows. 75,xxx miles
Call Tina Bone at RE/MAX $15,000. Call 753-0736.
Real Estate Professionals 1995 DODGE Ram 1500
270-247-1500
Club cab magnum V-8.
DO YOU NEED HELP
Auto, tow package, post.
AFFORDING A NEW
Factory ground effects, fog
HOME? Motivated seller lights, PW, seat. Loaded,
willing to help with closing beautiful red, well kept,
costs or buy down interest 74,xxx miles. Must see,
rate. Four bedroom, 2.5 won't last long. Must sell!
bath home on 1+ acres $13,800. 753-8111.
beautifully wooded lot with- 98 Tacoma ,22xxx miles,
in 2 minutes of town. Call CD player, dual airbags
Kopperud Realty at 753- Manual trans. $11,500.
1222 today for more infor- OBO. 753-8651.
mation.
MLS#3001593
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
WNW*
(
2 bath, brick Double lot,
town's edge
Leer off white.
Easy financing
fiberglass topper $75
753-4109/ 759-8093
759-9610 after 5.
REDUCED- 2108 SW Dr. REDUCED-26 ft Champion
3br. 2 bath home in SW Telstar. Fully equipped:
Villa. Trey ceiling in master refngerator. (gas & elecgenerator,
AC,
bedroom. Vaulted ceilings tric),
in bdrm and dining room, microwave, and gas range.
breakfast room, great 1989 Ford E350 Chassis.
room, tile, lots of windows, 460 V-8, low mileage. 354extensive landscaping. A 5161.
garden pond in the back,
trade.
consider
Will
5155,000. Call 753-6679.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
2850 AUSTIN PEAY HIGHWAY • SUITE 100
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38128 • (901) 382-5731
1-800/592-2288
www.delta-auction.net

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

tency
th for
6195.

Sat., Nov. 20
8 a.m.

SAME DAY LOAN
APPROVAL - FHA, VA,
Conventional loans, 9700% loans available to
qualified buyers. Stop by
or call Coldwell Banker
Woods and Associates for
no cost, no obligation loan
information.

Contact Delta for Maps & Details

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

95

PUBLIC
AUCTION

Fick*

1712 Farmer Ave
3BR, 2 Baths, LR Wiveplace w/ gas logs, kitchen,
utility room w/ built-ins,
large den w/ built-in cabinets, fenced in back yard,
w/ building in back , great
office or hobby house 7537122
2800 SQ FT. 4br, 3 bath,
sauna. Swimming pool,
incredible lake view with
new dock. Panorama
Shores. $215,000. Call
753-9786.

In View of Kentucky Lake. Property Joins
T.W.R.A. Land Bordering Kentucky Lake.

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO

Public Sale

Act•••

I

BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today 7532905
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10%

PERGO LAMINATE

PRE-FINISHED

DoAl2x11

HARDWOOD

3/4- Naii (:),;'
S42900 ,st Quaiity
Do A f0x10 Area
INCLUDES
527900
FromTAX

From

LAMINATE.
GLUE & PAC)

A-

i

LAIN
NOT
TIosN ETAX
(ssA1 LE
IRAN
°RUIL
GCL

SALED/

& INSTALLATION
IS NOT INCLUDED)

to 50% True Discounts on All Handmade &
Machine Made AREA RUGS
• LARGEST SELECTION WITHIN 100 MILES •

•CLOSET SYSTEMS • VINYL SHORT ROLLS $3.99 PSv
1.000 ROLLS IN STOCK - YOUR QUALITY NAME BRAND LEADER
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO STOCK.
Long Blue & white
Hwy. 641
8 Mi. N. of Paris
1 Mi. S. of Hazel
s
Mon.-Fri. 8-5 p.m
Sat 9-4•30 p.m
901-498-8161
Discovery
Visa • matercard

et

A

.....

•

It..
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Bear incidents on
decline at Yosemite

630

LT
\

•\a; do.

• • .11
•

Services Offered

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
pnvacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dick* Farley.
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

•

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
PLUMBING REPAIR SER•
VICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs fast service
436-5255
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night
753-5484

T&R&W
ASPHALT
Paving & sealing
Free estimates.
Still time to do before old
man winter hits
18 years expenence
Toll free/ 1-877-644-0049

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, tnmming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
bed
&
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
VINYL
Replacement
Windows. Siding, roofing,
room additions, plumbing
repairs, and electrical
repairs Fully insured labor
& material. Guaranteed!
759-9414.

YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care.
Dependable & insured
437-4723.

FREE old black upright
piano Call 753-6682
FREE Male Pointer_ 2yrs
old. Neutered. Raised as
pet Needs room to run.
Good hunting dog.
753-2929 after 5pm.
MIXED terrier. 15Ibs. part
Yorkie. 759-4284 after
5PM

FREE
to a good
home
2 adults CATS
both are
house broken
Call 759-9215
if interested
serious callers
only

The campaign strategy was simYOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK,
Calif. (AP) — Incidents between ple, said Robert Hansen, execubears and humans at Yosemite tive director of the Yosemite Fund,
National Park dropped 54 percent a nonprofit organization that gave
this past spring and summer after $1.5 million to help bankroll the
a campaign to separate the species. park's bear-control program.
"Instead of trying to change the
In 1998, bear incidents — mostbear - behavior," he said --"We
ig car break-iiis—
ly involViichanged humans' behavior."
reached 1,398 through November.
To make sure guests used bearin
propThe animals did $615,500
proof food lockers, the park showed
erty damage.
This year, there have been 639 a video of bears breaking into cars
incidents and $208,000 in dam- and required guests to sign a paper
saying they understood the bear
age.
WINNERS..
.Murray-Calloway
County
Parks
and
INAUGURAL
problem. Backpackers were offered
Recreation opened its BMX Track for its inaugural race Oct.
The bears had become sophis- $3 bear-proof canisters to take
16. Pictured here are the winners: (left to right) Jake Wrye ticated in their hunt, easily
break- with them into the mountains.
(second - 6-year-old division), Quinton Harrison (first - 6- ing car windows to search for
The program has saved bears
year-old division), Lincoln Miller (first -5-year-old division), food inside. Campers would hang as well.
At the height of the troubles,
Chevis Hendon (first - 8-year-old division), Caleb Barber their food in trees, but adult bears
(second - 8-year-old division), Robert Cohoon (third - 8- would deploy cubs to climb the five to seven "problem bears" were
smallest branches and shake down destroyed by rangers each year. This
year-old division).
year, only three bears were killed.
the food.

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

CP1=1CPSCOPE'S
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Nov.
18. 1999:
Your insight and verbal abilities set you
apart from the majority of people. You're
most persuasive, but be aware of a tendency to be a tittle sharp at times.
Efficiency is important to you, but sometimes you simply speak your mind without forethought. You needn't stand on
ceremony. but take responsibility for
your actions and their results. If you are
single. you are very attractive to the
opposite sex. Spring/summer 2000
brings -a dynamic new personality into
your life. If attached, your relationship
takes a positive turn during the spring
months., Your willingness to talk about
problems helps clear them up. PISCES
adores you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Ideas often pop up in your
**
dreams: write down brainstorms upon
waking. You might want to investigate
the possibility of making your ideas
happen. You have unusual insight and
vitality at work. You are in sync with a
partner and see eye to eye with him.
Tonight: Get a good night's sleep.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Act on your words, and the
universe will listen. Another responds to
your inquiries as you ask excellent questions. Emphasis is on making a long-term
dream happen. Make plans for a visit or
trip in the near future. You naturally
delight a partner. Tonight: Hang out with
fnends. but call it an early night.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** *.* You might not exactly be
sure what a partner wants, but you'll find
out. Sometimes he has a harsh way of
expressing his interests and needs. Work
flows because of your mental flexibility
and your ability to enlist others' help.
Tonight: Clear'your desk at home.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** Be sensitive to a partner who
might really be contrary. Work on understanding what is bothering him. Read the
meaning behind his words. Your creativity and sensitivity bring positive results.
Another really does want your help.
Tonight: Take in a movie and relax.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Listen to a co-worker or someone who plays a role in your day-to-day
life.You might not have a choice; you
get an earful! Breeze through work:

you're .a bundle of energy. Take time
with an associate. As always, that personal touch makes-a difference. Tonight:
Pay bills.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Examine anotheCs ideas
more carefully. You naturally ask the
right questions at the right time. Using
your ingenuity attracts answers — and
others, as well. Don't limit yourself.
Popularity soars; others seek you out.
Tonight: Start the weekend early..
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You accomplish a lot once you
swim through some personal matters. A
family member has a gripe and lets you
know! Help him talk. Take one thing at a
time at work: you are on cruise control.
Put in overtime if you must. Tonight: Get
errands done on the way home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your positive energy brings
others toward you. Do not minimize the
importance of a loved one. Make calls:
return messages. Another could be a bit
hostile, but don't take his irritation persobilly. Your good- mood --proves to be
contagious: .Tonight: Be your charming
self.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Again, you make the right decision about money. Others want a lot from
you, but you intuitively know wha3 to do.
Deal with what is on your mind first; otherwise, you might have a difficult time
accomplishing what you want. Listen to
your instincts. Tonight: Spruce up the
house.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your energy carries you over
any hurdles you might encounter. Friends
play a significant role in making decisions. News you hear is important. Keep
conversations going. Another reveals
much more than he realizes. Take action
now.. Tonight: Catch up on a friend's
•
news.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Expenses are high; you might be
spending in order to avoid dealing with a
problem. Be open to discussion. Clear
the air when possible. A boss makes
inquines; be ready to go and find the
right answers. Be aware of how much
you offer. Tonight: Get an important item
you need.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your smile wins you support.
You understand a friend much better
after he expresses his anger. You need to
hear what is happening in order to get the
total picture. Take action. Get done what
you want. News from a distance is
important. Tonight: Use that personality
of yours.
BORN TODAY '
Actress Linda Evans (1942)

uThe oldest

their sheep.
• "The odds of having BSE in
our sheep. you'd have a better
chance of a meteorite landing on
your front porch in the morning,"

Faillace said.
To the USDA, even that possibility is too great.
"With these diseases, if you
wait ... till you have conclusive

proof before you take preventive
action, you're too late," said Dr.
Linda betwiler, the agency's senior staff veterinarian. "And sometimes, you're a decade too. late."
The Faillaces' enterprise began
while they, worked in Britiltr-a0-•

culture. Larry has a doctoral degree
in animal physiology, and worked
with scientists who would later head
investigations into mad cow disease.
After settling in Vermont, the
couple decided to breed and sell
the East Friesians
then unknown
outside Europe — because they
produce 10 times the milk of typical American breeds.
Along the way, they met millionaire philanthropist Houghton
Freeman, who was looking for a
way to help struggling Vermont
farmers -diversify. By 1996, `with
a business plan and USDA approval.
they shipped their first sheep
The flocks produced beyond
expectations, and the Faillaces and

Freeman began breeding them to
sell and export, once the USDA
agreed. A thriving cheese business
also was launched using milk from
the sheep.
Then, almost two years after
the importing began, the USDA
raised concerns that the sheep had
come from the region in Belgium
where mad cow originated.
More than a year later, their
flocks — a total of 365 animals
— remain under quarantine by
state agriculture officials on behalf
of the USDA. None of the sheep
can be sold for breeding or meat,
although cheese from their milk
is still produced and sold.
"The only way we could make
money this last year was from
cheese," Linda Faillace said.
Federal food officials are now
questioning whether the milk is
appropriate for humans, while millions of pounds of sheep milk
cheese continues to be imported
from Europe.
There is no known mad cow

disease in U.S. cattle, but sheep
are susceptible to a related condition called scrapie. There's no
way of knowing for certain whether
the Faillaces' animals are infect-

ed: Those that have died and been
tested have shown two of four
symptoms in brain tissue that they
might carry scrapie, or possibly mad

41

To find out more
about caring for
your car,
stop by today.

Ann'AutoCare

IZ6,' Center

told tha
increase
sary for
won't t
increase

For now, fearing the ruin of
their breeding business, the Faillaces and Freeman are refusing to
back down and sell their flocks.
The USDA has said it would be
willing to allow the sheep to be
exported back to Belgium, and has
offered help in establishing a new
stock of milk-producing sheep.
"This iSn't easy," Detwiler said.
"It's definitely not our intent to
put them out of business but to.
help them to restock with something that would be viable for Vermont agriculture, but not put livestock and human health at danger."
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Look For Your

Holiday Cookbook
in Friday's Ledger

Spend Thanksgiving
Day in the park.

CA'

Enjoy a true banquet this Thanksgiving Day - featuring live entertainment - at the Paris
Landing State Park Restaurant. Bring your family for a holiday meal to remember. And satisfy your family's appetite with the natural beauty of the great outdoors on this special day.

Thanksgiving Dinner Special
All-You-Can-Eat Buffet
$10.95

F(

1#1

plus drink and tax
Children ages 4-10, $4.95, plus drink and tax.
Children under 3 eat free.
Choose from a wide selection of entrees:

PARIS LANDING STATE PARK RESTAURANT
Serving hours: 11 a.m. - 8 p.m. Located on beautiful Kentucky Lake,
16 miles east of Paris, TN on Hwy. 79.

For reservations for parties of 8 or more,
call 1-800-250-8614 or 901-6424311.

*

We Install Ouality NAPA Parts

independent repair
shop in Murray"
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Plus all the fixings: vegetables, salads, breads and
cheeses, desserts and beverages.

ANSWER:

CUNNINGHAM
AUTO
REP

EAST WARREN. Vt. (AP) —
Larry and Linda Faillace are excited about-their plans to change the
American sheep industry.
Since importing their first East
Friesian sheep from Belgium three
years ago, they've established a
breeding stock of milk-producing
animals and introduced a line of
sheep-milk cheese.
But the couple's flocks have been
locked up under quarantine amid
government fears that a form of
mad Cow disease is lurking under
the wool. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture wants to buy the animals for slaughter to check for
illness.
Behind all of this is BSE, or
bovine spongiform encephalopathy, the scientific name for mad
cow dis,ease. The fatal brain ailMent has affected some 180,000
head of British cattle and has been
linked to a similar illness in humans,
known as Cruetzfeld-Jakob disease. In Britain, 16 people died from
the disease after they apparently
ate contaminated beef.
With no reports of mad cow
hopping from species to species,
aA... with European sheep milk
already imported to the U.S. market, the Faillaces have refused the
USDA offer. They say it's proof
the government has gone mad, not

Roast Turkey
Baked Salmon
Southern Fried Quail
Carved Roast Beef Carved Round of Buffalo Southern Fried Catfish
Jumbo Fried Shrimp

My brakes sometimes
squeak. Is it time to
change them?
Some brake noise can be normal, but more often it means
that something is wrong. If they
grab, vibrate, or pull, or if the
pedal feels unusually low or
hard, you need to have the
brakes and brake fluid letels
checked.

Sheep owners in dispute with USDA

By Peter

wersir.to•tat•park•.a•ms

619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831

•

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR READER: In,your dreams.
DEAR ABBY: 1 read the letter helpful letter. I'm sad to say the
Among Students in American Col
Ten years ago
Weight-training does not stimulate
from "Depressed in Texas" about business partner that "Deleges and Universities.
Court
Fiscal
County
Calloway
production or sex-organ
her concern that her husband's pressed in Texas" complained
Births reported include a boy to
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If
size.
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girl
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State courts have few minority clerks
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A WINNER.. Sammy Futrell, a
Southwest Elementary student. was one of the winners
during National School Lunch
Week.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Minority law clerks aren't easy- to
find in Kentucky's court system,
which some judges say needs to
take corrective action.
Only one black has been a law
clerk for the Kentucky Supreme
Court since 1990. The same is
trite. at the.state Court of Appeals.
- In Jefferson County, which has
the state's highest minority population, circuit court has had only
two black law clerks in that time.
Critics say the lack of minority voices undermines the fairness
of the justice system because the
law clerks can influence the work
of the courts — by doing research
and helping to draft rulings.
The critics also question a hiring system that relies on personal recommendations and school

ties and favors a few top gradu- professors and deans. They say permanent as well as temporary
ates of the most elite schools.
they look for top grades and evi- clerks.
Judges, however, say the prob- dence of exceptional writing and
How much influence clerks have
lem is the lack of minority law research skills.
depends on the judges they work
students and lawyers, and the lure
Many Kentucky judges, from for. In the U.S. Supreme Court,
of private-sector jobs that may pay the Supreme Court on down, use law clerks help screen the cases
twice what a clerk makes.
law clerks to do research and help that will be heard by the justices.
"We just don't have a pool we draft memos and rulings. How much
The Kentucky Bar Association
can draw from," said Boyce Mar- of the clerks' work makes it into doesn't keep statistics on race, but
tin, chief judge of the 6th U.S. a final ruling or order is up to it estimates that do- iiiititt"Itan 200
Circuit Court of Appeals, based the judge.
of its approximately 13,000 memin Cincinnati and covering KenIn the Kentucky Court of bers are blacks.
tucky, Tennessee, Ohio and Michi- Appeals and Jefferson Circuit Court,
Judges say they usually don't
gan.
judges have "staff attorneys" who even know the race of those who
Judges usually hire their own perform many of the same func- apply because it's not listed on
clerks, although in some courts tions as law clerks do in other their applications.
applicants are first screened by a courts, but they are not tempoGeoffrey Morris, chief judge of
chief judge.
rary appointments.
Jefferson Circuit Court, said the
Applicants can submit resumes
Although some stay only a few starting pay for its staff attorneys
on their own. Judges also solicit years, others stay on longer,
some- — only $23,500 — makes recruitadvice on potential clerks dom times even decades. Judges in fed- ing difficult. Good minority cancurrent and former clerks or law eral court also sometimes have didates can usually earn a lot more

elsewhere, he said.
Paul Gudgel, chief judge of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals, said
its staff-attorney jobs are posted
publicly. "Anybody can apply," he
said.
But Gudgel said openings are
rare, leaving few opportunities for
minorities to work for the court.
AlthOugh the Kelitiieky Supreme
Court is leading an effort to increase
the number of minority lawyers,
there is no organized effort in any
local courts to recruit a diverse body
of applicants for clerkships.
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Historian: Lincoln likely unfazed by meteor

. PPP

AL STIN, Texas (AP) — The
Great Emancipator was no Chicken Little.
Southwest Texas State University astronomer Don Olson believes
he has proof that Abraham Lincoln saw the brilliant Leonid meteor storm of 1833 when Lincoln
.was a young man living in New
Salem. III.
And. Olson said, the future 16th
president likely was one of the
few people around v.tho didn't
think the sky was falling.
Olson uses astronomical calculations and historical research to
determine what the skies looked
like during key moments in history and what famous people of
the past saw when .they gazed
heavenward.
The annual Leonid meteor shower. which is particularly intense
every 33 years or so,. was expected to peak .tonight and Wednesday.
The meteor shower is made up
of a hail of dusty, icy rubble
thrown off by the Tempel-Tuttle
comet as it races around the sun.
When the Earth's orbit carries it
into the path of these cosmic pellets. they burn up in the atmos-

phere in a display of shooting
stars.
The 1833 meteor shower was
one of the most brilliant light
shows .ever witnessed from Earth,
Olson said. Many people probably thought it was the end of the
world.
Olson traced Lincoln to the
1833 storm after reading a passage by Walt Whitman, which
recounted a story Lincoln told during the Civil War.
Lincoln told the story to a group
of bankers who worried about the
stability of the Union (according
to Olson, Lincoln was boarding with
a Presbyterian deacon in New Salem
at the time of the meteor shower. Lincoln was 24).
"One night I was roused from
my sleep by a rap at the door
and I heard the Deacon's voice
exclaiming 'Arise. Abraham, the
day ofjudgment has come!'I sprang•
from my bed and rushed to the
window and saw the stars falling
in great showers!" Lincoln recalled.
"But looking back of them in
the heavens I saw all the grand
old constellations with which I
was so well acquainted, fixed and

Dry weather costing
farmers hundreds
of millions of dollars
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(AP) - Despite brief outbreaks
of rain in recent weeks, Kentucky
remains in the grip of one of the
worst droughts in recent memory,
weather and agricultural officials
said.
The state's farmers stand to lose
hundreds of millions of dollars
this year. Producers of corn, soybeans and wheat will be hit particularly hard. said Roger Nesbitt,
a spokesman for the Kentucky
Farm Bureau in Louisville.
"It certainly appears that this
is going to be the worst drought
in Kentucky since 1983.- Nesbitt
said Monday.
Tom Priddy, an agricultural
meteorologist for the University
of Kentucky Extension office in
Lexington. said the state's central
and Bluegrass regions remain in
a severe drought while the eastern and western regions are in a
moderate drought.
As of Monday. his office had
calculated that the Bluegrass region
needed the most precipitation
8 inches — for an official end to
the drought there. The central region
needed 7 1/2 inches. the western
region 6 inches and the eastern
region 5 1/2 inches. ,
"The drought of 1988 ,probably
was very similar in magnitude. but
by October of '88 we had already
started moving out of a drought
situation in Kentucky," Priddy said.
Meanwhile, the current drought
is not expected to end until early
2000. he said. Long-range forecasts issued by the Extension office
predict above-normal precipitation
levels'. and near-normal temperatures.
"If we don't get these huge
rains, we could be talking drought
again next spring," Priddy said.
The state's corn yield of 98
bushels per acre in 1999 is the
smallest since 1991, Nesbitt said.
Last year's yield was 115 bushels
per acre.
, Corn production is down only
about 10 percent, but that figure
is misleading because farmers
"planted a lot more than last year,"
Nesbitt said. Producers may have
lost 40 percent of their crop in
1999.
The news is worse for soybean
farmers, who had the smallest crop
' in 28 years and the lowest yieldper-acre since 1983, the state's last
great drought. About 19 bushels

per acre were produced this year,
compared with 30 in 1998, which
was an average year, he said.
"The bottom line to all that is,
people raising soybeans and corn
for the cash markets are hit pretty hard," Nesbitt said.
Many cattle farmers were forced
to sell off herds at huge losses
becauie they couldn't provide their
animals with enough to eat or
drink.
The drought has had less of an
effect on the tobacco crop, with
the recent rains helping farmers
in the process of curing burley
for stripping. On average, expect
a 10 percent drop in yield from
1998, Nesbitt said.
This year, Kentucky had its driest July, August and September of
the century. Unless the weather
changes drastically between now
and the end of the month, November is poised to be one of the
driest and warmest on record, said
David Humphrey, a meteorologist
for the National Weather Service
in Paducah.
As of Monday, the Paducah
weather office had recorded 0.33
inch of rain during November,
exactly 1 1/2 inches below average. The year-to-date total of 36
1/2 inches, much of which came
during the first five months of the
year, is 5 1/2 inches less than the
year-to-date average of 42 inches.
Though no rain is in the state's
immediate forecast, a cold front
is expected to arrive Friday° that
almost certainly will lower temperatures and might possibly bring
some rain, Humphrey said.
While the tinder-dry weather
has been a financial hardship to
farmers, it has become dangerous
for firefighters. A recent rash of
forest and field fires in eastern
and western Kentucky has made
this fall "a very long fire season
in Kentucky and one of the very
worst fire seasons in a long time."
Several counties have reissued
burning bans because of the outbreak.

true in their places. Gentlemen.
the world did not come to an end
then, nor will the Union now."
That's vintage Lincoln. said
Gene Griessman, who has written
and starred in a one-man play

about the tomer president, "An
Evening with Abraham Lincoln."
"Lincoln was fascinated by
astronomy and fascinated by science," Griessman said.
"Lincoln was a cool. unflap-

pable person who wanted to find
out why things really happened,"
he said. "He was probably the
only person in New Salem who
didn't think God's Judgment Day
had arrived."
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